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During 55th Commencement
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Murray State Graduates
Reminded Of 'Obligation
By DWAIN 11deINTOSH
Graduates were reminded of their
"obligation to society" and urged to
consider service as an appropriate
means of repayment daring the 55th
annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State University
Saturday.
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Dr. M. G. Scarlett, president of
Middle Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro,'Tenn., offered the 1,105
mid-year and spring graduates three
suggestions to enable them to provide
service to others through good
citizenship. He said each of them
shduld:
—Intensify efforts to become a self-

starting, continuing learner.
the university conferred honorary
--Concentrate on becoming an expert doctoral degrees. Dr. Hugh L. Oakley
in communication.
and Richard W. "Doc" Farrell were
—Develop as a concerned and also awarded degrees. Both retired
compassionate citizen through active from Murray State in 1977—Oakley as
involvement.
dean of the College of Industry and
"Marty of you, through your vocation, Technology and Farrell as chairman of
will be able to provide, service to the Department of Music.,
others," he noted. "But each of you can
In a meeting after the graduation
and should be a good citizen, and program, the board of regents apthereby render service and repay your
proved a 1978-79 budget of $857,600 for
debt to society, and in so doing, make the Murray State University Veteriary
life better for yourself and your
Diagnostic and Research Center in
family."
Hopkinsville. The budget, supported
Scarlett pointed out that a democracy largely by a state apprOpriation of
achieves maximum effectiveness only $73,600, provides for expanded
if large numbers of citizens are in- diagnostic services and the initiation of
formed, effective, and concerned, research and educational functions.
adding that a college education gives
In other action, the board:
graduates "a headstart on being such
--Appointed Dr. Terry H. Foreman,
citizens."
assistant professor of religious studies,
He stressed the importance of as chairman of the newly created
receiving, as well as transmitting, the Department of Philosophy and
conununication_process mtdsibeerattL__ _MigiOus ,Stidies His new_441411.
that most people probably have lent begin July 1.
4
skill in receiving than in sending ideas.
—Named James Weatherly, who has
.He clfallenged the graduates to served as acting chairman of the
discipline themselves to see and hear Department of Engineering and
objectively to enhance their un- Industrial Technology, as chairman of
derstanding of others.
the newly created Department of
'We cannot'effectively receive ideas Engineering Technology. He will also
&John Brinkley
from others, even though the ideas are
begin his appointment July 1.
transmitted well," he said, "if we see
—Renewed the Group Medical and
and hear what we want to see and Life Insurance Plan for unversity
hear, what our past experience has employees with Investors Heritage Life
conditioned us to see and hear, or what Insurance Company of Frankfort and
agrees with our pre-conceived mila0ns the voluntitry Student Accident and and prejudices."'"
Sickness Insurance Plan with the
Six graduates—three in the spring Kingden Company of Lexington.
class of 758 and three of the 347 .who,
vice president and Beta Chib secretary
finished
at
mid-year—shared
participati
student
ng in the
as well as
recognition as the top graduates with
county, girls' basketball and SAE.
perfect 4.00 academic standings.
Students at the school chose here as a
The spring graduates are David
student "Most Likely To Succeed."
Robert Beeny and Karen Martin, both
Brinkley has served as speech team of Owenboro,
and Lorri Lee Weston of
treasurer, student council represen- Paris,
Tenn., and the mid-year'
tative, Beta Club member and SAE graduates
are Noel Wayne Hudson and
member. Recently de was named the Robyn
A special Murray-Calloway County
Gaye Swift, both of Owenboro,
"Best All Around Senior Boy" and a and Nancy
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Alice
DeEtoe
Beck
of
-student "Most Likely To Succeed."
Association committee is expected to
Eddyville.
Students achieving a .scholastic
report Wednesday on the feasibility of
A total of 216 honor graduates inavs rage of 95.00 or higher were
expanding adult education services
cluded 55 summa cum laude, 48 magna
awarded with High Honor distinction at
through the association.
cum laude, and 115 cum laude. Seven
the school. Those students are: Shelia
At the same time, reported. Ben
graduates of the university's 336Darnell, Janet Gail Tucker, Luana
Humphreys, chairman of the local
member ROTC program were comColson, Lisa Cleaver, Geneva Garland, missioned
board, the committee is expected to
second lieutenants in the U.
Tammy Feltner, Paula Outland, Nada S.
investigate the possibilities of comArmy in a ceremony prior to comF. Thomason, Laura Jarrett, Karen mencement
bining the association's program for
.
Edwards and Betty Easley.
pre-school children with one operated
Scarlett was one of three upon whome
Students attaining a scholastic
through
the
West
Kentucky
average of 90.00 or above were named
Educational Cooperative.
Honor Graduates. These are Mitzi
Humphreys said that both the
Redick, Craig Redden, Mesa Walker,
association's pre-school program and
Cynthia Lassiter, Denise Howard,
the West Kentucky Cooperative's
Lorraine Steen, Pam Pierce, Lenna
program, called Project for Early
Duke, Kevin Hutson; Janne Cooper,
Education of Exceptional Children, are
Randy McCallon, Susan Lewis, Kim
duplicating 'services.
Kemp, Patricia Parrish, Keith Starks,
The association chairman said the
Patricia Brame,Tanuny Miller, James
committee, chaired by Keith Hays and
Hudspeth, Rex Jackson, Kristi
The Murray Planning Commission
with Sid Easley, Lowell Palmer, A. W.
Eldridge, Nix Ann Osbron, Darrell
will meet in regular session Tuesday, Simmons Fred Phillips, Jean Hurt and
Walker, Kenneth Paschall, Jo Ann'- May 16, to.,review a city community
Pat Thompson sitting on it, is studying
Allbritten, Teresa Bibb, Paul development Ore-application and hear
the possibilities of transferring children
McGinnis, Cindy Masters, Mike a report on certification of 701
presently enrolled in the association's
planning
Howard, Tammie Calhoun, Sheila
assistance.
pre-school program to the cooperative
Evans, Patricia McCuLston, Becky
Also on the agenda for the 7 p.m.
Walls, George Dillon, Linda Chaney, session is reading of the minutes from
Janne Haley, Tim Alton, Shari Tucker, the board of zoning adjustments.
Roger Johnson, Regina Gentry, Ricky
Murray Planning Commission
Cherry, Kattii Duncan, Everett Hart, meetings are open to the
public. The
Michael Irvin, Joe Beth Norwood and commission meets in city council
Danny Kingins.
chambers in city hall.

usanimes, Brinkley

eii-CCHS Students
Susan Imes is the valedictorian and
John Brinkley is the salutatorian for the
1978 graduating clam at Calloway
County High.
Miss Imes, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Richard Imes, Route 1,
Almo, is expected to graduate with a
98.09 accumulative grade point
average, and Brinkley with a 97.25.
Brinkley is theaon of Mr.and Mrs. John
W.- Brinkley, Route 2, Hazel.
Miss Imes has served as senior class
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• chance of
rain
Considerable cloudiness today
through Tuesday with occasional
periods of sunshine and a slight
chance of rain or rain showers
today and tonight. Highs today in
the mid to upper 60s. Lows
tonight in the low 50s. Highs
Tuesday in

0

CENTURY CLUBBER — Karen Jackson, a senior at Murray High
School,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Jackson, 1313 Poplar, has been awarded
a
$500 freshman-year scholarship by the Murray State University's
Alumni
Association through its Century Club program. She plans to major
in accounting. judge Sid Easley, Murray, president of'the alumni group, presented the scholarship certificate at a recent campus function.

Special Education Association

Anticipates Changes In Services

Regular Session

For City Planners

Is Set Tuesday

program,then expand the association's
adult program.
According to Humphreys, the MIT—
MR Association recently completed an
annual review of its programs and
resources.

One area that has come under close
scrutiny in recent months is the preschool day care facility operated by the
association in affthation with the
Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc,
Humphreys said.
Dr, Charles McArthur, executive
director of the regional board, recently
reported the utilization rate of the preschool program is relatively low, while
the cost of operating the program and
facility is remaining constant and
depending on the inflation rate, the cost
of its operation could continue to
mount, Humphreys said.
Humphreys_also noted that due to
space limitations, only eight adult
clients are currently being served in the
local association's adult day program,
located on Main Street near the public

library in Murray.
Humphreys said the cooperative
program, housed in the . special
educaiton building at Murray State, but
not directly affiliated with the
university, provides services to preschool children ages 3-8 with mixed
handicapped conditions, including
mental retardation,speech and hearing
impairments, visual impairments,
learning disabilities, emotional
disturbances, cultural and eConomic
deprivation, - physically handicapped
conditions and other health tin:
ents.
Humphreys said moving the preschool classes from the Main Street
location to Murray State would enable
the association to have extra room for
the adult program.
"The committee should be alert ot the
needs of the entire cohnuuntty and that
any transition that might take place
would be done in an orderly fashion so
as not to disrupt the services clients are
presently receiving," Humphreys said.

Carter Is Optimistic Toward
Senate Vote On Jet Sale Plan

•

By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President
Carter, after talking with several
senators, is predicting that the Senate
tonight will refuse to block his plan to
sell sophisticated U.S. warplanes to
Israel and two of its Arab neighbors.
The Senate vote this evening will
come after 10 hours of debate today that
includes a two-hour closed-door
meeting of the senate to discuss
classified aspects of the pending sales.
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., who
asked for the closed session, said he
wand the lawmakers to discuss the
security implications for "the entire
Middle East" or the presence In the
area of Soviet-backed Cuban troops.
Even if the Senate should vote to kill
the sale of planes to Israel, Egypt and
Saudi Arabia, the proposal would
survive if the House refuses to block the
sale, too
Such proposals are automatically
approved unless both the Senate and
the House vole to reject the sales.
On the eve of the Senate showdown
vote, Carter lObbied his $4.8 billion
plane sale proposal with several
senators.

GETS MARSHALL AWARII—Murray State UniversitylOTC Cadet Frank A.,lkøska right, a
;rior.ft= loarbank.
Teerattiitlitiulat`
tt.
WOOL- flibttrgiTr
aSfigte
.IF Wit. university ,after being named'Winner
of the- fu.st.George C. Marshall ROTC leadership award ever given at the university. He also
received a %et of
biograph of General Marshall by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, now director of the Eisenhower Institute and
a gradutate of
Murray State.
(Sec story on page
9...)

Ile telephoned them Sunday from the
presidential retreat at Camp Daiid,
Md., where he spent the weekend.
'Mtn,111 sfattlffiedt Pisuriftefh4 fie
returned to the WhIter Home, Carter
said he thinks the Senate will approve
the proposed sale to Israel, Egypt and
Saudi Arabia

The president said he had been
"impressed by the sincere desire of
senators I have talked with this
weekend to rise above partisanship and
political cocnerns." He called the sales
"crucial to our efforts to secure a just
and lasting peace in the Middle East."
Senate Democratic Leader Robert
Byrd of West Virginia also foresaw
victory. "I think we have the votes to
allow the sales to go forward," he said.
Two
opponents,
meanwhile,
predicted a close vote.

stepped up, communist expansion in
the area."
His remarks came shortly after
Carter told a group of editors that
Cuban military forces are operating in
South Yemen..
The House International Relations
Corwnittee votes on the warplane sale
Tuesday. Unless both houses disapprove the sale by May 28, however.
Carter is free to go ahead with the
sales.
In other action in Congress this week
-House-Senate energy conferees
Republican Sen. Jacob Javits of New
may vote on Tuesday on a proposal to
York said the resolution to disapprove
deregulate natural gas prices by 1985
the Sale would be decided by "one or
C,onference leaders said last week they
two votes on either side." And the
still needed one vote from the House
assistant Democratic leader, Sen. Alan
conferees for approval. Speaker
Cranston of California, said the
Thomas P. O'Neill predicted the
situation in the Senate was "extremely
compromise will pass, ending nearly
fluid." Cranston broke with the adsix months of stalemate on Carter's
ministration on the warplane deal,
energy bill.
saying the White House offer of 20
.The Senate Foreign Relations
additional planes later on for Israel was
Committee scheduled a vote today to
"insufficient." He also said the
formally reject Carter's plan to lift the
assurance that the planes sold Saudi
three-year-old arms embargo against
Arabia would not be used against Israel
Turkey.
was "undependable."
The panel last week rejected an end
Carter wants-to sell 60 F-15s to Saudi
to the embargo, but that vote was not
Arabia, 50 less advanced F-5Es to
official because of the lack of a quurum.
Egypt....an4..15 -E.150 and-7S-X.18a to—
- A7PVelWirbTffirelltinn-iftee action to-- •
Israel. •
. day was considered
unlikely..
Meanwhile, in a' titter to Carter'
--Ors Tuesday the.Senate, expects to
released Saturday, King Khall4l of
atgli Ara "said Fe Wanted "to ern- , take.up controversial labor law revision
legislation which includes thrietabies
phasize *at the planes are being
for union representation elections.
acquired /or defense" and that his
provides for 1 ts times back pay for
country urgently needs the planes "beworkers fired illegally during union
cause of the continuing, and recently
organizing drives.
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Meatlai;May it The Murray Cooperative
Preschoot- will hold Open
House at the MSU Early
Childhood Center, North 16th
Street, at seven p.m.
EverYclaie interested in the
program is invited to attend
this meeting.
„

iii941...
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Sale
One Week-Mon., May 15-20
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Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive.

Knitting Yarn
Pie-worked :Needlepoint
Pati&ciDesigns

1/4 Off
Roe Ans& ralauqu_

-•aa"..--

Department of
Theta
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
hOuse.

t

Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

S'

BlUegrass State CB 'Club
will meet at the club hall at
7:30 p.m.
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Winners For Golf Listed; Lineups Given

Winners for the ladies day
9:00 a. m.- Carol Hibbard,
9:20 a. m.- Edith Garrison,
golf held May 10 at the Murray Evelyn Jones, Toni Hopson, .Alice Purdom, Exit Hill, and
Country Club have been an- and Margaret Shuffett.
Nancy Fandrich.
Tuesday, May
Wednesday,Alay 17
nounceti
9:10 a.
- Jertene - Tee
Murray Sliiine Ladiis
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Jerlene Sullivan and Evelyn Sullivan, Dorothy Fike, Sue
9:00 a: m. - Janice Howe.
Sewing Group Will meet with will bowl at Corvette Lanes at
Jones
tied for low gross for the Costello, and Pairs Alexan- Cearla Rearoal., Lyaitta
Mrs. William E. Moffett, seven p. m.
championship. In the first der.
PanoramaShores, at ten a.m.
Moses, and Vicki Baker.
flight Inus Orr had low gross
9:20 a m. - Phyllis Kain,
9:I0 a. m.--Mary A. Clark,
Each is•totting a sack lunch.
Wadesboro
Homernakets and Sue Costello and Diane Imo Orr, Cathryn Garrott, Rubye Pool, Mary B. Overand Rowena Cullom.
bey, and Juliet Wallis.
Music Department of the Club will meet at the home of Villanove tied for low net
In the - second flight
Betty Lowry,
9:30 a. m.
9:20 a. m.
Sarah Bryan,
Murray Woman's Club will Mrs. Wess Fulton at 1:30 p.m.
Elizabeth Slusneyer had low Louise Lamb, Elizabeth Lorraine Maggard, Ruth
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Club
Bettx Wilson,and Eddie M. Outland.
and
Christian Men's Fellowship gross and Judy Muehleman Slusmeyer,
house.
had low net. Janice Howe had Stewart.
Christian
Church
of
the
First
_
' 9:40 a. m.- Franees Hulse, illoss•••■•••••Solede
Murray Assembly No. 19 will meet at siv. in. at the low ,gross and Mary B.
•
Overbey had low net la the Diane Villanova, Anna M. •
Order of the Rainbow for Girls church.
a
as
•
putts
Low
•
third
flight.
went
Euldene
to
WHAT'S
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Adams,
at
the
meet
Hall
Masonic
will
s
a
.
•
Bowling for Senior Citizens Louise LaMb.
Robinson.
'
at seven p.m.
a
The lineup for Wednesday,
Tee No. 4 will be Srt.30 p. m. at Cor•
a
a
released
May
17,
has
been
and
(raham,
9:00 a. in. -- Chris
Murray TOPS Club will vette Lanes.
•
ii
be
listed
may
"
not
Aurelia
anyone
Phillips,
Mickey
at the Health Center at
•
•
•
• Ladies day luncheon will be paired at the tee. Any player Batts, and Ann Haney.
seven p.m.
COMING
•
I
served at the Oaks Country unable to play please call the
9:10 a. in. -Norma Frank, •
SOON!
•
Hulse,
at
Frances
hostess,
golf
Judy Muehleman,boris Cella,
Coles Camp Ground United Club at noon with Julie Bell
011•11•••111WII•111•••
Methodist Church Women will and Peggy Noel as chairman 753-5534. The lineups are as and Beverly Spann.
meet at the home of Mrs. of trie-11edreTaes.--Bridge and -follows-7-Tee No. 1 golf will be nine a. m.
Marvin Scott at 7:30 p.m.
,..,.•••••••••••••••

NEW!

Willing Workers Class,
Sinking Spring -Baptist
Church, will meet at the lake
home of Mary Turner.

Your Individual
Horoscope

k
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TeesdaylI
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1)-44,415\/0
Frances Drake
CAP
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 18, 1978
Progressive action now, but be
What kind of'day will
careful not to make too many
tomorrow be? To find out what
Cialtii
the stars say, read the forecast
waves. A certain amount of
discretion needed.
given for your birth Sign.
Ellis Center will be open
SAGITTARIUS
•••••isAllk:•••••••0
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for ARIES
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )CW10.
activities by the Senior (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
If you are not sure how to
A certain amount of daring
Citizens with devotion at10:05
move in it certain situation, best
lite
&
uld prove profitable now but
program by Public • don't let your imagination run
put crff actio for a while; you
-Libraryat413430-a.m.„-Junchnt aati sf Wands. The-ariert-has--a- are. not..-likely-to-be.--reasued-- tot
tnrough luck.
noon, and band practice at one lot of common sense. Use al
For Program Information, Please Call 7533314
CAPRICORN
p.m. Shuffleboard will be at TAURUS
r
Dec.
22
to
Jan.
20)
ti
1, Apr. 21 to May 21)
six p.m. at Ellis Court.
A more or less routine day
If you tried and did not attain,
indicated, but give some time
review well before trying the
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies same thing again. A new
and thought to a project you are
10011 Chestnut
:
1 4114R9 GRAND
planning to launch in the near
will have a salad luncheon for method could turn the trick.
future:. The more planning and
11
all Immanuel ladies and Pont become discouraged.
Tire WED.
preparation the better.
guests at 11:30 a.m. at the GEMINI
ItON
AQUARIUS
May 22 to June 211 r10
9
church
vas
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
8:35
A new surge of energy should
Some family difficulties likely
carry you far along the road to,
Senior AdulUr of First success and recognition. But be
--- especially with in-laws. Tact
and patience on your part cal)
Baptist Church will have a sure of your goals. Don't scatter
be instrumental in lemming
luncheon at Boyetts, Reelfoot energies.
tensions.
- •
CANCER
Lake,at Len a.m.
PISCES
7:30,
1010 Chestnut
(June 22 to July 23) SOO
!Feb. 20 to Mar,. 20)Xe.
9:
In
both
job
dand
financial
Murray High School Band
A day in which you could be
Thrn TINS.
matters, use only time-tested
will present a concert on the
error-prone, so give careful
procedures. Don't attempt
parking lot of Murray High
attention to details - especially
anything risky. And DON'T try
in areas where mistakes could
School at 6:30 p.m. A recep- for the unreasonable.
hurt you the most.
LEO
tion in honor of Joe Sills, band
YOU BORN TODAY are
director, will follow the (July 24 to Aug. 23)4
541N Central Ctr.
endowed with a high order of
Highly
favorable
insolar
concert.
1959
intellect, a lively imagination
:
fluences should give you new
New
and
the
practicality
to
carry
out
incentive,
spur
your
lLads
ambitions,
Good Shepherd United
TRIIIS.1
*et Citt
your most original ideas. Your
= Methodist Church Women will give you surer appreciation of
confidence in yourself allows
the many benefits within your
11111111111111111.111111111111111111111.11111M
meet at 10:30 a. m. at the
you to accomplish many things
All Seats $3.00
U
17 Must Have
church with the Martin's j
which others would hesitate to
r IR
acG0
h
e•teWritten Permission
No Bargain Nite
undertake or would attempt
Chapel UMW as special i Aug. 24 to Sept. 234 111914.i.
ineffectively. At times your' 641 N Central ctr
A business-like, but also an
guests. Each one is to bring a
7:15
nTURINIY,
finest achievements are
understanding approach to all
9:30
sack lunch.
NIGH/
wrought in solitude, but you do
matters will be needed for best
not make it a regular practice to
returns. Some friction possible,
1!--"1-111!1-1
Betty Sledd Group cf • but don't add fuel to
retreat from the world. In fact,
the fire.
Memorial Baptist Church LIBRA
you are gregarious by nature
Women will meet at the (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
and make a delightful companion. You are extremely
church at 7:30 p.m.
Do not pay much attention if
versatile and many fields
associates seem difficult. Many
Opens Thursday 7 cites a week
121 South
Wednesday, May 17
beckon your talents. Your
persons are "edgy- now, so
natural
caution
could
make
you
r Starts
(N)
J. N. Williams Chapter of don't Lake unseeady action
an outstanding banker or
LTNIMSDAY
the United Daughters of the personally.
lawyer and your insists.-- _
Confederacy will meet at the SCORPIO
-curiosity could lead you to
(Oct.- 24 to Nov. 221 line* home of Mrs. Leonard
science. Other avenues to
You are one of the few in a
Vaughn.
success: literature, the theater,
position to Lake strong and
music, statesmanship,
diplomacy. Birthdate of: Wm.
COOKING'
H. Seward,Sec'y. of State under
Pres. Abraham Lincoln.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 am. at the
Dexter Center.
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This Fashion Mate-- machine not only has
a front drop-in bobbin
that's easy to see and
replace, but it also hasextra-wide zig-zag capability.
Cabinet ortarrying case extra. Model 247

Biggestsavingseveron theAthena 2000 machine
sa
j
by SingeL
The Athena 2000 is the World's most
advanced sewing machine. It's also the
world's easiest to use. Because only Singer
gives you electronic stitch selection-just
push a button to sew any of 25 different
stitches, make a buttonhole in one step
and more. Made in U.S.A. Cabinet or
carrying case extra.
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"The Gauntlet"

e

Save 'SO on this Singer free-arm machine.

r.

IS FUN

169
95
This Stylist machine not only has a free arm
-for easy sewing friNard-to-reach places, but
it also has a built-in blind hemstitch, and more.
Cabinet or carrying case extra. Model 533.

Special on
$1°°

Off

Buttons

Cotton

On All
Double & Roll

Cotton

1,000 Cards

1st Quality

Blends

to choose
from

Knits

664

All in Stock

Yd.

Register for free

Vacuum Cleaner
To Be Given Away
No Purchase Necessary
Assorted

Zippers

Assorted

Non-RoN

Inter
Facing

Elastic
S'Yeris

5
illp0
yds.
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EVERYTHING ABOUT SEWING IS EASIER AT

Murray Sewing Center
Nel-Air Center
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There's. Help For
Hyperactive Tots

NEW YORK LAP) - Chil*en who are overly eatitious or-totally fearless of heights could
have a learning-disability, acBy CECIL T BROWNSTONE
cording to the chief therapist of
associated P1101110 Food Edito+
a national center specializing in
COME FOR DESSERT'
the diagnosis and treatment of
Angel Cake with
'hyperactive and under-achievStrawberry Cream
ing youngsters.
ROBERT SOMAN'S
The child who must hold onto
STRAWBERRY
CREAM
a handrail or who walks down
the stairs backwards or one
It's easy to make.
at• a time may do so bestep
1 quart fresh strawberries
cause he doesn't know where
11 cup water
the steps begin and end, or he
3/4 . cup honey
cannot
judge the distance be2 cups commercial sour
tween
them,
says Darral C.
cream
Rinse; hull and halve straw- Chapman of the New York'Infor Child Development..
berries. Over low heat cook the stitute
A
child
with such problems
berries, water and la cup of the
honey, coveted and stirring will also bump into walls,
several times, just until the knock things over and have
berries are soft but not mushy. trouble with small ball sports
Cool. In an electric blender like baseball, tennis and handwhirl together the strawberry ball. These disorders may also
mixture, remaining 1 2 cup hon- cause the child to have probey and the sour cream until lems in school in such subjects
smooth. Churn-freeze in a 2- as spelling and math. For exquart ice-cream freezer accord- ample, he may reverse letters
ing to the manufacturer's direc- in words or be,unable to lineup
tions. Makes about 13a quarts. columns of numbers, Chapman
. Adapted from The Natural points out.
exercise theraFoods Ice Cream Book- by
Robert Soman I Pyramid paper- py has been designed to help
children with West problems,.
back t.
Food Editor's Note: This fro- Chapman says, and the NYICD
zen dessert is on the tart side, has developed a checklist givthus it makes a good acoom- ing over'TM warning signals'of
paniment to such a sweet cake learning disability which parents can look for.
as angelfood. - C. B.
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Great Meal.
Great

Atittstill seercbing for the grocery store and Morecloset space?
It'spair jobta hetp_ycnzteelet..honkeien, As/est .
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundred/I of aeOpte like. ynar in Murray have
called me.'I hope you will, too.

`Vkome oit

: Itathryn Outland

753-3074
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Southern Style
Hush Puppies
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New in your
neighborhoodt...._
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regio

tie

great Uttlt.seafoodplace.
12th & Olive — 753-9383

Murray., Ky.
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Maude F. Nance Gives Tolley-Dick Vows
Program At UDC Meet

)en

ith Garrison,
xie Hill, and

Miss Maude Forrest NillICE,
former president of the J. N.
Williams Chapter and past
president of the Kentucky
Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
was speaker at the April
meeting of the Chapter held at
the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles
on Farmer Avenue, Murray.
The speaker spoke on "Our
Kentucky Heritage and The

anice Howe.
Lyuitta
Baker.
iry A. Clark,
ry B. Overiallia.
arah Bryan,
tird, Ruth
M. Outland.

lUsone
entering safely."
Miss Nance said "these are
the type of people most of us
were descended from."
The meeting was opened
by the president, Mrs. John
Livesay, with a pledge to the
flags. Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
chaplain, led in prayer, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn gave the
secretary's report, and Mrs.
• W. Z. Carter gave the financial report. New officers elected were
Mrs. Inez Claxton, president;
Mrs. John Livesay, first viceHess
Mrs.
president;
Crossland, second vicepresident; Mrs. Leonard
Vaugh, secretary; Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, treasurer; Miss
.

41.

411.

ies

3314

7

L.--

8.35

ust Have
-mission
7:15
9:30

11•11

-

Maude Forrest Nance
Part Our Settlers Played in
the History Of Our Country As
Well As The State." She spoke
of men like Isaac Shelby,
Sfhion Kenton, and Daniel
Boone who came into Kentucky and the trials they met
and. overcame to settle the
state.
Miss Nance said ,"I particularly admire Simon
Kenton- whose 'Val name-was
Simon Butler, but changed it.
to Kenton as he had a habit of
picking out a family he wished
to establish a kinship to, and
used their name. He was most
adventurous, fighting and
being captured by Indians, but
succeeding in escaping, and
carried on'a most profitable
business trading with them.
He built a large two story
brick home, but was seldom in
it being busy with his fighting
and business."
"He was a big man,'Miss
Nance said, "and once saved
the life of Daniel Boone in an
Indian skirmish outside
Boonesboro. Boone was
wounded, and Kenton had
emptied his gun shooting, so
-picked up Boone and was
running for the fort when he
was confronted by two
Indians. Having no other
weapon, he threw Boone at
them, kocking them both
down. He then picked up

Mirrray
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The Garden. Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met Thursday, May 4, at 1:30
p. m. at the club house with
Effie Vaughn, chairman,
presiding. Wyr11-e- Douglas'
introduced Anne Fisher who
presented words of inspiration.
The new members attending
Lee Lafsar, Barbara Stacy,
and Margaret' Taylor were
welcomed and introduced to
the department.
A short business session was
ronducted during which it was
announced that $56.62 was
collected from the sale of old
newspapers. Program
planning for the next year was
discussed.
A plant exthange was held
after refreshments were
served by hostesses Lula
White, Joanne Cohoon, Doris
Cella, Lottie Key, and Calista
Clanton.
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Butter can be kept frozen up
to a month.

MISS YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who bawl set
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Judy Adamsis now associated
with
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Murray Beauty
Salon
We now do crimping
Chtliart $1.11*4142

,relhe orikia iciev
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ef-bi I wiry ortv or:

ire are pleased to announce that
Karin. TerTriedy,---biide-gect -cif ferry!Duncan, has selected her pottery, china. .
and i7r1stal from our complete bridal
rPgister.,
cal be 'married
'r
-June 24, l.7&

_
111 RyP
011.116.fill

Telephone Tape Library

759-4444
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vt‘\31.N.
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Fred Gingles, historian; Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, chaplain.
They will be installed at' the
May meeting to be held at the
home of Mrs. Leonard Vaugh.
Four new members were
admitted and five others were
approved for membership.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Gingles to Mesdames
W. Z. Carter, J. 0. Chambers,
Hess
Cayce,.
Melvin
Crossland, Timothy .Graves,
John Livesay, Ray Munday,
Lois . Sammons, Ezell,
Leonard Vaugh, Miss Maude
Nance, Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
and Dr. Helene Visher.

rden Group
Hokls Meet

took

BibleCall)

• rn

Thz--7
e 0hoWcaSe
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Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. Tolley, 805 Guttuie Drive, Murray,
announce the engagement ang approaching marriage of their
daughter, Leslie Wynn, to Gary W. Dick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Dick,109 Hickory Drive, Murray.
Miss Tolley is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan,
Tolley of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
Shoemaker of Orange, Texas. Mr.Dick is the grandson of Mrs.•
Ruby Dick and-Frut•CAMii:------The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray Hie School and
is employed as associate bridal consultant at Furches Jewelry
Store. Mr. Dick,is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and
is employed with Fisher Price Toys, Murray.
A summer wedding is being planned at St. John's Episcopal
•
Church, Murray.
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Her Mother's Day
Was No Big Deal
By Abigail Van Buren
▪ 19711 by Chicago tribune NI 1' News Syncl Inc

DEAR ABBY: It's that time of year again. The day after
Mother's Day, and I'm writing in behalf of "overworked
mothers."
Even though we never fail to remember our husbands.
sons and daughters with gifts on Father's Day and
birthdays, what do we mothers get on "our" day?
We get to prepare a big dinner for all our children and
their children. Then we have the mess to clean up alone
after they have enjoyed themselves and said, "Goodbye
and Happy Mother's Day," until next year. .
We're lucky if someone sends us a plant.
Why doesn't someone realize that a nice Mother's Day
gift would be a chance to get out of the kitchen and be
taken to a nice restaurant for a change?
Maybe a word from_ you on the subject would help,
Abby. I am thinking of taking a trip- Telt -or tnivn on
Mother's Day next year. What's your opinion?
DISAPPOINTED AGAIN
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: ff you let Your children trap
you into preparing a dinner and cleaning up the mess
alone, you have only yourself to blame. You should know
your children well enough to speak frankly with them, and
if you don't, it's time you did.
DEAR ABBY: I have been a widow for many years I
have a son and a daughter who are as different as night
and day. Both are married and have families.
My son has always been a very selfish person, and his
wife is just like him. They never have time for me. I hear
from them only when they want something.
My daughter has been wonderful to me. She's always
calling me, inviting me is be with her and her family, and
she lets me know that she is there should I ever need her.
When my husband died, }4'left everything to me. I am
not a millionaire, but I do have a sizable estate. My lawyer
is after me to make a will, and that's where I need your
help, Abby. Should I divide what I have equally between
my son and my daughter? I wouldn't totally ignore my son,
but I don't think he's entitled to as much as his sister.
If you think I'm being petty and small-minded to want to
punish my son for treating me shabbily, let me have it. I
can take it, and I've been wrong before.
UNDECIDFD
DEAR UNDECIDED: An inheritance is a gift. You need
not apologize for deciding against giving your son a gift
you feel he's not entitled to. Use your own judgment, and
don't feel guilty.
I)E AR ABBY: My teen-age daughter is a mess! And the
sad part of it is, she does it to herself. She is a very bright
girl, and God gave her a pretty face, but she ruins her
appearance by wearing her hair in a frizzy unruly mop and
letting her posture go.
I've told her that if she would cut off half that mop and
practice holding her stomach in and her shoulders 'back
she would be attractive, but she doesn't listen to me
Should I continue to nag her? Or should I leave her
alone? She's losing out because she's such a mess.
DISGUSTE I)
DEAR DISGUSTED: Leave Fri alone. If she's as bright
as you say she is, she will soon realize she is loein out (if
--Inreettrini 4et.lookeesee-ef-Nor-toppearesetr;'
something about it."
11Mitt

w4er. zeirVher 16114914.111r7-

This service is operated on a request basis from 9 A. M.- 10:30 P. M. Mon. - Sat.,
and Sun; from Noon until 10:30 P. M.
82. Love
49 Is The Bible God's Only
PERSONA!:
83 When You! Son Takes a
▪
Ins/sired Revelation?
What is Bible. Cell?
Wife.
Bible
the
Study
50 Now To
Facing an Operation
E14 Eight Causes of Divorce
Living With Illness
50A What-Guides You/
Facing Death
, 85. Divorce and Remarriage
51 Helpful Aids in Studying
Loneliness and What To
the Bible
The Home. ResponsibiDo About It
51A Theme of the Bible
lities of Parents
10. Racial Prejudice
53 Is 71 Really Possible to
87.
Divorce - Is It Really the
11. Temptations and Hoer 'To
"Prove Anything by the
Answer?
Face Thorn
Bible?"
„ 88. turps/ray. in US!) Home__
12. Overcoming Worry
53A Can VIM All See the arble M. In-Law Trouble
13. CM:yawning Depression
Alike?
14. Why Does God Allow
90. Juvenile Delinquency
129. Purpose of the Old and
Trouble?
Part I
..
New Testaments
15. The Danger of Rash 141 Juvenile Delinquency'
Ten
the
Under
We
Are
12944
Decisions
Part II
Commandments?
157. Revenge Is NOT So Sweet
136. Juvenile DelinquenCy,
161. Christians Under
155 ft-- Doctrine Important/
. Part
Pereecution
159 The Bible and Claims of
91. Help for Troubled
.1. 184. Courage To Overcome
•
Later Revelation
Marriages
Trouble
197 Do We neatly Mask' the -108. Sex In Marriage_
186. FaLing The Storms Of Li!..
Bible- Today?
Datingsenage
146.7f
190 Accepting the Death of A
219 Did the Bible Come From
-153. Key Words in Producing
7
Loved One
God or From Man?
A Happy Home
191 Facing Persecution'
220 Does cxod Realty Exist?.
182. Keys to Understanding
195. How To Kelp ThoSe Who
229 Fasting and the Christian
Children
Our
Suffering
Are
185 Discipline- Alternative To
196 God's Answer For Guilt
WORSHIP
Tragedy
199. How To Help Yourself
55 The Sabbath or the Lord's
188 Effective Discipline Become Better
Day - Which/
I
Part
I99A. You're A Good Man'
55A Acceptable Worship
206 Effective Discipline 203 The Devil Made Me Do It
57 Acceptable Prayer
Part II
204 The Power of Satan in
57A How To Pray
192 Being A Stepmother
. •
Your Life .
58 Instrumental Music in
193 Solving Family Problems
209. Take A Look At Your
Worship
201 Training Your Child in the
Honesty
Church
the
in
Muirc
58A
Bible
210. Strength Through Sorrow
60 Acceptable Giving
205 *Teaching My Child to
Life Can Be
230. Depressed
61 The Importance of
Work
Meaningful
Preaching
206 Don't Take your Wife For
231. The Secret or
166 Should the Lord's Supper
Granted
Contentment
be Observed Every
•
212 How To Show Your Chil•
Sundaedren You Love Them
CONOUERING LIFE'S
194 Ten Practical Suggestions
PROBLEMS
on Prayer
•CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES
14A The Temptation of Suicide
92 Evidence of God Fulfilled
I46 The Problem of Loneliness
ESPECIALLY FOR
Prophecy
C. The Deadening Effect of
14,
TEENAGERS
93 Evidence of God
Fr ust rat ion
Bag
Your
It's
43
Scientific Foreknowledge
14b. The Conquest of Few
64 Going Steady
14E. The Escape from Guilt
94 Evidence of God. Effects
School
in
Cheating
66
14F. The Reality of Pain
of the Bible
67 Planning for Marriage
14G. The Blight of Alcohol
95. Evidence of God - Design
68 Teenage Dating 14H. The Golden Years and Order
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Ia./. The Burden of Grief
97 The Tragedy of
69 Making the Most of Your
Disbelieving
14K. The Finality of Death
Life
141, The Resurrection
98 Was Christ Actually
Early
Marriage
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179 What About Marijuana?
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Early Martyrs.
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101 Strengthening Our Faith
Do
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What
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101A God's Word?
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1016 Through Faith
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23 Jesus the Center of Our
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the Bible
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Church
119 What is Hell Like?
169 Shall I Have My Baby
120 The Final Resurrection
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FAMILY LIFE
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Your
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5 Understanding the Middle
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booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know,” write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr. Beverly Hills, Calif. 9021?. Rikciese

-ivied a long, stamped 124 teats), self-addreseed envelope,

Z.

BIBLE STORIES FOR
CHILDREN
Getting to Know God
How Our World Began
Living Gestures Appear
The First People
The First Home
Adam and Eve Disobey
The First Two Brothers
More People On Earth
The Greet Flood
The Rainbow Promise
The Tower of Babel
Job 13 Tested
Job Passes the Test
God Caili Abram
Some Servants Quarrel
The Battle ofiOngs
New Names
Visitors From Heaven
The Clay It Rained Fire
Two Boys in Abraham's
HouSe
621. Abraham's Greatest Test
622 Rebekah, An Answer To
Prayer
623 A Wife for Isaac
624 Twins Who Made A
Bargain
625 Jacob and Rebekah's
Trick
626 Esau Loess the Birthright
827 Jacob's Wonderful Dream
628 Jacob is Fooled
629 Jacob Runs Away
630 Jacob Wrestles With an
Angel
6.31 Josedh the Dreamer
632 How A Brother Was Sold
633. Joseph Works As A Slave

601
602
603
804.
605.
896
607
606
609
610
611.
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.
618.
619
620

634 Joseph In Prison
635. Joseph Meets the King of
Egypt
636 The Hungry Brothers
637 -Benjamin Goes to Egypt
638 "I Am Joseph"
639 All Together Again
640 The Death of Jacob
641 The Princess Adopts a
Baby
642 Moses Runs For H13 Life
643 God Calls His Leader
544 'Let My People Go,'
645 Water Turned To Blood
Frogs in the Palace
,
Flies Cover the Ground
840 Three Black Days
Saved by the Blood
Free At Last
651 Walking Through A Sea
652 Victory Song
653 Thirsty Travelers
654 Food in the Desert
655 Help for A Tired L
SONGS OF INSPIRATION
5-1 ' • Night With Ebon Pinion
S-2 "Never Grow CHO"
S-3 •'0 For A Closer Walk
With God'.
5-4. "Psalm of Praise"
S-5. "0 Morn of Beauty"
S4 "0 Love That Wilt Not Let
Me Go"
S-7. "I Will Arise end Go To
To Jesus':
$e.- --wean I Can Read My
" Title Clear"
5-9 "All Praise To Thee'
S•10 "Praise To God; Immortal
Praise'•
S-11 "Glorious Things of Thee
Are Spoken''
S-12 "Let Every Newt Reickce
and SingEarly My God Without
S-13
Delay''
S-14 - Lord for Thy Mercies
Sake'
.
5-15 "Love For All"
5-16 ",0 How Kindly Thou Nast
.Led Me"
S-17 "I Bring My Sins To
That'
S-18. "All Things Praise Thee"
"Revive Us Again
WIII Sing The
11.213.
Wondrous Story"
5-21. -Rock of Ages"
S-22. "Wonderful Story of
5-23 "Bring Them In"
5-24 "Jesus. Lover of My
Soul"
I Know That my
S-25
Redeemer Lives"
5-16 "We'll Work Till Jesus
Comes"
S-27 "In The HOL/1 Of Trial"
5-26 "Jesus is Tenderly
CaiIi
God be With You'
S-29
SPECIAL INFORMATICS!.
I Whet is Bible Call?

waL
-"*"
ry-iprenn
- --rtilafikAi
213 A List of New Subjects
Added Since Our Most Re.
cent Brochure Was
Printed

Bible Call is a Service of the Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ

R.,111F-A
V

•

142 History as Seen Through
stia
t 55. Snake Handling
177- The Blessing of Not
Knowing .
178 What About Smoking?
181 The Virgin Birth
196 Early Christian
Persecution
13 Satan Rosily LAW
Whet
211
_
=
215 Christian Recreation
226 Freedom at What Price?

SOW
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Miss Leslie Wynn Tolley
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Johnson Grass Control

By DIANA TAYLOR Associated Press Writer

Agriscene •

Calloway County ASCS set-aside acres under the 1978
Office has announced that two Feed Grain Program.
practices have been approved These practices are:
Chemical control on se
for control of Johnson grass on
acreage infested with
aside
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
Johnson grass is an approved
University Of Kentucky College of Agriculture
practice as cover where
is
residue
adequate
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Group Excess Major
Medical Insurance
*Family Rates Under
$80" Per Year

No pig-setback from
feeftkiliges, birtit to 60.-lbs.

Feed Nutrena TOP HOG' Start'the combined pre-starter/
starter/grower

Bennett& Associates

toriiiiiiing

Nutrena research showed 18.9% faster
. gains: 14.9% less feed per lb. of gain
than a conventional starter and conventional grower program from weaning
to 60 lbs.

"Bill's farm
was kinda' small,
•
but there was
sure nothing small
about his plans."

We helped Bill improve his operation
joiric:osfie
... we'd like to help yourand talk. Well ligken;

You talk,"we'll listen.
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
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rainy weather„!' Lacefield
With the haymaking season
:rapidly approaching, an
He points to research that
Eitension.forage specialist in
proves his point. Hay cut at
the UK College of Agriculture
the proper stage-of Maturitysuggest ways-- -.to--obtain
but either rained on or.
maximum yield of digestible
sprinkled with one inch of
nutrients.per acre. water daily while it was
Although there are many
curing in the field had a
factors which affect this, Gary
Lacefield says that the most digestibility of 57 percent. The
weathering caused a 10 perimportant is stage of maturity
*hen hay crop plants are cent loss in digestibility,
harvested. For the first- compared with hay cut the
cutting hay crop, be recom- same day and heat-dried to
mends a compromise betviteff - eliminate weather damage.
Delaying cutting one month
quality an quantity.
For established alfalfa, the and heat-dring the crop
forage specialist advises resulted in hay with only a 52
cutting in the late bud stage percent digistibility.
"From a quality standpoint,
for the first harvest and
waiting until the one-tenth is was better to cut early and
bloom stage for succeeding take a chance on rain than to
harvests. For fescue, or- delay cutting in an attempt to
chardgrass and timothy, the avoid rain," says Lacefield.
In addition to the wieldy
first cutting when plants are in
the boot to early head stage, loss, delayed cutting also,
then continue to harvest at 4-6 caused a loss in quantity or
week intervals. All cuttings of yeild because regrowth did not
red clover should be made at begin until the hay was cut. In
other words, 30 days of
the early bloom stage.
regratirth for the second
As grass and legume
plants advance from the cutting was lost by taking the
vegetative to the reproductive first cutting a month late.
"Ideally, you want to get the
iseed stage, they become
lower in protein, digestibility hay cut at the proper -stage,
to cured and stored without
acceptability
and
• livestock," explains weather damage," concludes
Lacefield. "You can improve
Lacefield.
Research shows that your chances by planning aow
delaying harvest from early and getting equipment ready
flowering stage to seed stage to roll. Pay close attention to
can result in more than a 45 weather advisories as cutting
percent loss in protein.. time appraoches and use a
drops ask__conditioner .to try...to beat_ the
Digestibility
proximately 0.5 percent for rain."
each day delay in harvest. "The best indicator of hay
quality is how well it is' aecepted by livestock," says
Lacefield. Research Indicates
that forage intake decreases
about 2 percent each day that
cutting is delayed.
-at
Rainy
weather
haymaking times takes its toll
biiirielEITITorturgirsutsrtiar:Kily yesif:latiechilty the first
rutting. Although some of the
_ weafher lasses can't- b.
avoided, Lacefield says they
can he reduced by paying'
attesitaon to weather kir-scuts.
and by using a hay conditioner
to decrease the drying time
''However, more
hey
(quality and quantity) is lost
by delayed harvest than by
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Hilman Coles Construction Co.
Route 4 Murray Ky.

Phone 753-3891
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Why The Spread Between Food
And Farm Products Prices?
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.. Whose story do you believe
when consumers complain
about high and rising food_
pricts at the same time farcomplain
mers
about
receiving low prices for the
products they sell?
Would you belive that both
are rignt?
_ "mace what vial bpeorrte
clear if you understand the
relationship_ that actually
exists between food prices and
farm products prices," says
Larry Jones, an Extension
specialist in consumer
economics with the UK
College of Agriculture.
are
"Both
groups
right—each is telling the story
like it is," he maintains, adding: -The two sets of
prices—each is opposite ends
of the food production,
processing and marketing
chain—do not move together
in concert. Food prices can,
and often do, rise while raw
farm products prices stay
steady or even go down."
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Here is the economist's
explanation: 9
Prices paid by consumers
for food and prices received
by farmers for what they
produce are generated in
different markets, subject to
different supply and demand
forces.
Prices of raw agricultural
products are largely influenced by what is producted
on farms—in the U. S. and
over seas. What gets produced
at the farm level is heavily
dependent on rather unpredictable natural forces
such as weather, and insect
and disease problems that
affect crops and livestock.
The market in which food is
sold operate differently..
Processors purchase raw
agricultitral products at
prices determined largely by
relative products availability.
They add processing, transportation and packaging
services before selling a
differentiated food product to

SOMETHING
NE
NOTHING LIKE IT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED!

AFFORDABLE SNORT
TERM LEASES
ON FARM TRACTORS
NOTHING LIKE OUR OFFER IN WEST KENTUCKY! tru. PAY YOU TO CHECK WITH US,
RIGHT AWAY!
Veer Direct Not-liee to Form Medietery At It's Bost.
Jest Mather Service F119111 Toostey's Stogie.

Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE 00117 MORAY ABOUT COMPETITION
...1VE ARE THE COMPETITION!

TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION HWY 121 AND SEDALIA ROAD
MAYFIELD — 247-6020 AFTER 5 - 753-7452

NSTEIGER
Lending a Hand..

The economist adds that
consumers demand plays a
key, but often unrecognized
role in the widening farm-toretail price spread.
He explains; AS income
increases, consumer demand
for food system services can
be expected to increase at a
faster rate than the demand
for farm production. As
services become more important aolative to the total
product sold, prices farmers
receive for the basic raw
material ingredients in foods
products become less 'imJones points out: the raw portant as a cost factor in food
farm product must be con- prices.
verted into a food form conIn addition, there is a
sumers are willing to pur- physical or biologal limitation
chase, delivered to a place on the amount of food that
where the consumer may people can or will eat.
obtain it and made available Therefore, the food marketing
at a time the consumer wants system has a strong incentive
it. These food marketing to increase the service
services involve more than com_ponent of the food
just transporting, 'processing products offered for sale. In
and distributing the farm fact, Jones says, the
products.
marketing service component
Food retailers in particular, is the primary product of food
have invested billions of wholesalers and retailers.
dollars in the land, buildings - "The cost of converting
and equipment necessary to farm products into the conprovide the nations's present venience food products connetwork of modern super- sumers demand, getting them
markets. These stores have delivered to the store, and
been built with shoppers providing other consumer
convenience in mind—wide services at the supermarket
aisles, air conditioning and affect food prices much more
carryout services Super- than the prices paid to farmarkets also provide other mers for the raw products,"
services such as check emphasizes Jones.
cashing and long operating
That's why, he says, in
hours, with some open 24 today's inflationary 'economy
hours a day for the con- food prices can, and often do,
venience of consumers.
rise while farm product prices
"Food prices, therefore, remain steady or even go
must reflect both the costs for down. The two set of prices
the raw farm products and the are made in different markets
cost involved in providing influenced by different and
marketing services," says independently operated forces
Jones.
of supply and demand.
wholesalers and - or retailers.
Although they make fewer
physical changes in the
product, wholesalers and
retailers add still more services to the food.
There is good reason for
some
variability
in
movements between farm
prices and food prices, adds
the economist. Athougb
farmers produce the raw
material base for most food
products, that is only one of
many inputs into the food
marketing process.

UK Conducted
Survey Of Ticks
The Entomology Department of the UK College of
Agriculture is calling on the
help of Kentucky residents to
find out to what extent ticks in
the state are carrying Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever.
The disease, transmitted by
ticks, is on the increase in the
U. S. There were 1,115 cases
reported to the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta In
1977—an increase of 19 percent from the year before.
There were 42 fatalities
reported from the 856 cases
for which case—report forms
were submitted.
More than half of last year's
cases of Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever, or 52 percent,
occurred in the southeastern
and south central states.
There were 27 cases reported
in Kentucky.

tick rubbed into the skin,
according to the entomologist. He advises watching for tick
bites because there is little
chance of getting the disease if
the tick is removed within 2 to
,3 hours after it bites.
Symptoms of the disease
include a skin resh, headache.
intense aches in the lower
back and fever. Although
tetracycline and eholram•
phenicol
effective
are
treatments,,early diagnosis is
extremely important, according to the Center for
Disease Control.
Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever not only is a disease of
man but also is contracted
certain rodents such as the
field mouse which is the
reservoir of the disease, according to Christensen. Ticks
can be infected by feeding On
an infected mouse or infected
person. The entomologist also
points out that if a female is
infected, her eggs carry the
disease and hatch out ticks
that are carriers..

Several Herbicides Can Help
Rescue Weedy Corn Fields
Several effective herbicides and can be applied through the when applied on small weeds.
are available for controlling 4-leaf stage of corn. Do not Do not apply to corn under
weeds in corn fields after the apply after the fifth leaf is strew, such as drouth, cold
visible. This herbicide should weatim or other herbicide
crop is up and growing.
Postemergence treatments not be used on seed corn, injury.
can rescue weedy corn fields Sweet corn or popcorn: Do not
Evik control annual grasses
that were not protected by add a surfactant or other and broadleaf weeds. It must
preplant or preemergence additives .to Blades.
be applied as a directed spray
2, 4-D, amine or ester, after the smallest corn is 12
herbicide applications made
before or during planting controls most broadleaf weeds inches high but no later than 3
time, says W. W. Witt, Ex- except milkweed, nightshades weeks before tasseling. Do not
tension weed specialist in the and burcucumber but has no apply within 30 days of hareffect on grasses. It may be vest, and keep livestock out of
UK College of Agriculture.
He lists the following her- applied when corn is 4 to 24 treated areas. This chemical
bicides cleared for use and inches high and weeds are up. cannot be used on inbred lines
GETS FFA POST—Tony recommended
in Kentucky for Earlier spraying are more or on corn breeding stock.
Brannon, 18, a freshman postemergence weed control effective than later apParaquat controls annual
agriculture, major at Murray in corn:
plications. After corn is 10 broadleaf weeds and annual
State
University from
Atrazine plus emulsifiable inches high, use drop nozzles grasses. It must be applied as
Puryear, Tenn., has seen oil controls most grasses and to avoid spraying corn plants. a direct spray after the
2, 4-D, sprays may make smallest corn is 10 inches high
named state secretaryrtfor broadleaf weeds. It should be
the Future Farmers of applied after weeds are up but corn plants brittle, resulting in but before weeds are more
America in Tennessee. The before they are 1 1,i inches stalk breakage if windstorms than 4 inches high. Do not mix
son of Mr. amd Mrs. Horold high. Do not use if small or cultivation follow within a with liquid fertilizer. Do not
Brannon, Route 1 Puryear, he grains or other crops are to be week. This treatment hazard graze treated area or feed
has been active in FFA work planted on the land the same is greater as corn becomes treated forage to any kind of
for five years ans was year or if tobacco or larger or during periods of livestock.
— More detailed information
president of his cha-pter id—vegetables wilt be Planted the - rapid -growth.
Banvel controls broadleaf on. rates of application and
Henry County High School, following year
Blades 80W controls annual weeds, including velvet leaf other recommendations for
from which he graduated.
grasses and broadleaf weeds and smartweed. It can be using postemergence herapplied up to the time corn is bicides in corn are contained
36 inches high or 15 days proir in a publication available
at
to tassel emergence. Apply county Extension offices.
Witt
either as an over-all or direct urges herbicides users
to
spray. Do not graze or harvest follow specific directions
and
for dairy feed before corn is in observe cautions printed
on
the milk stage.
product labels.
Banvel K kills annual
The auction of 53 beef bulls end of the test. His 365-day. braodleaf weeds. it egrz--be
that completed a 140-day adjusted weight was 1.237 sprayed "broadcast" over the
Soybean Growers
feedlot gain test earlier this pounds—a meaningful figure,' field before corn is 10 inches
Treflan
says
BreDahl,
because
it
is
high. Later applications may
spring at the Kentucky
Lasso
Central Testing Station on the calculated by adding the 205- be made up to the time corn is
Dyanap
weaning
day
weight
adjusted
36 inches high if directed
Eden Shale Farm near
Lorox
Owenton, Ky.,shows there is a to the product obtained by sprays are used to avoid
Inoculation
good ,demand for herd- multiplying average daily covering the corn plants. Do
Moley Mix
improving bulls and that gain by a factor of 160.
not graze dairy cattle on
A Charolais bull bringing treated areas or feed treated
Moly Soy-A-Live
buyerswill pay more for high
the third-highest price had the forage before harvest. Keep
performance records.
Call for Grain Prices
Anaverage price of $844.43 highest performance index of other livestock off treated
was paid in the sale held at the all the bulls tested. John areas until 30 days after apParis Stockyard—$205 higher Biehn, Falmouth, Ky., paid plication.
than in last spring's tested bull $1,425 for the bull consigned by
Basagran 4E kills broadleaf
Warehousing
C.
B.
Mathis,
sale.
weeds such as cocklebur,
Old
Concord Road
"This indicates the strong Jr.,Nicholasville, Ky. The bull smartweed, jimsonweed,
Murray,Ky.
demand for bulls with bred-in .gained ,an average of 4.16 giant ragweed and nutsedge.
753-8220 or 753-8225
ability to grow fast—a pounds a day on test and Better control is obtained
characteristic they will pass scaled 3.4a pounds weight per
on to their offspring," says day of age at the end of the
Russ BreDahl, Extension beef test.
The bull with the highest
cattle specialist in the Kentucky Beef Cattle Association daily gain of all bulls tested
in sponsoring the feedlot gain was the top-selling Limousin
sold by Gary Shell, Lancaster,
test.
For Up To The Minute
The bulls came off test with Ky. J. W. Cole of Paris bought
-an'average performance of him for $1,250. The bull gained
3.32 pounds daily gain, 2.91 4.23 pounds a day during the
pounds weight per day of age 140-day feedlot test.
at the end of the test and 1,090 - The second-high selling bull
Hutson Grain Terminal
pounds 365 day adjusted was an exception to the bidPort
-Of
-Murray-Calloway County
ding
trend.
The
Shorthorn,
weight, That's the highest
over-all performance of any • consigned by Sutherland
group of bulls that have been Farms of Prospect, Ky.,
tested at the station in its brought $1,500. Although he
didn't set any performance
seventh year of operation.
-The kenerat tone of the records, BreDahl points out he
bidding at the sale that, with will do some herd-improving
few exceptions, buyers will for his new owner, Lee
pay more for bulls with the Lumpkin of Losantville, Ky.
The Shorthorn had an allbetter performance records,"
adds BreDahl. He points out around good record of 3.95
pounds daily gain, weight per
the following examples.
Hours: 6a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Highest price paid at the day of age of 2.86 pounds, and
Except Holidays
auction was for a Polled 365-day adjusted weight of
Hereford that was the top- 1,126 pounds.
"Performance of the bulls
performing bull of his, breed.
J. S. Bray, Jr. and Son of tested and how they sold at the
Bedford, Ky., paid $2,700 for a auction are good indications
two-thirds interest in the bull that real progress is being
sold by Ernest Stepp of made in the genetic improvement of beef cattle and
Hazard,Ky.
Larry Hoth-Mgrs.-Charles Sadler
The top-selling bull gained in recognizing it when buying
an average of 3.63 pounds a herd bulls,' says BreDahl.
day and had 3.29 ,pounds
weight per day of age at the

Gain-Tested Bulls
Sell On Performance

"We are asking people to
-nail live specimens of ticks to
our laboratory to determine
what the situation is in Kentucky regarding the potential
threat of the disease," says
Chris Christensen, UK Extension entomologist. "The
major carrier in Kentucky is
the American dog tick, but
several others are impicated,
including the lone star tick
which is common in Western
Kentucky."
Both ticks are very flat,
hard—bodied, leathery
looking creatures with 8 legs.
To determine if ticks are
carrying the disease, live
specimens are needed. They
may be taken to county Extension offices where special
mailing tubes are available,
qF mailed directly to the
Entomology Department,
University of Kentucky,
An 4grie-ultural('once" Of Interest to Everyone
Lexington, Ky. 4050d. A-small
--ptaittie tottir- eedras te-ptu --krrigatiert iv'esed-rm cisty•i'llereent offernstand-deveted
vial, containing molllt cottons -the growiag of-emps.
-4
ball wtiLkeep.ttic
. ticksve
YcthivirtigatediaratiCal.PTC.tin .99
while going tough the mil; .states, yields about one-four:'3
gra crops _
tile V'
service, says Cpristensen.
,Rocky sup
This contribution of irrigatediqPicUlture to the overall food
In most cases.
must be considered as naretasing non:fermi nf demands
• Mountain. Spotted Fever is ire placed -upon water agar
transmitted when a tick bites,• •••
attaches to and feeds on a Prviented by this publication an `•;Perry'New Holland to promote
but it also may be a better understanding-of the m ,iern farm to family food supply
person,
system.
calmed by juices or feces of a
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Grain Prices
Call...

Local
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Farmers .. 1-800-592-5409
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We're a farming coinrnunity...and the
people around here have special financial needs. We'll service those needs the

best way we know how with
financial support See us!
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The engineered quality in Bonanza Buildings is available fal horse
barns too.
Bird nest free construction, removable stalls and many different designs are
just some of the reasons to build a Bonanza Building.
•

taltforecti#V014ti far Mini reason:.
.••••
••••••-,••

Bob Johnson, Murray, 7534025
or Bonanza Buildings
Route 1, West Paducah, Ky. 42086
Ph. Collect (502)443-8562
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Tigers Pound A's 15-0

SPORTS ANALYSIS

Replacement-•Ind The NCAA Berth
a

THE
•

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
Ohio Valley Conference basketball
coaches are expected to discuss a
proposal that will allow the conference
to retain its automatic berth in the
NCAA postseason basketball tournament at a meeting on the Murray
State University campus this weekend.
MSU head coach Ron Greene, who is
hosting the meeting of the OVC
coaches, said this morning that the
"NCAA bid will.be the number one
priority" at the coaches' meeting.
Greene said that he hoped the
meeting would become the "first annual" meeting of the coaches and would
become the impetus toward forming an
official OVC coaches' organization_
"We want to have something to offer
(the NCAA)," Greene said, The MSU
mach said he expects a formal protest
to be filed over the method used by the
NCAA in determining that the OK's
automatic bid would be withdrawn.
Greene said he expects the coaches to
develop an alternate proposal to submit
le the NCAA that would allow the OVC
to maintain its spot in the tournament
leading to the national collegiate
championship. A report published in Sunday's

Louiville Courier-Journal said that
OVC commissioner Bob Vanhata also
"has a plan to save the conference's
automatic bid." Vanatta was not in this
Nashville, Tn., office today and could
not be reached for comment on the
reported plan.
It has been rumored that Vanatta's
plan involves expanding the field in the
postseason tournament to 48 teams.
This proposal would possibly mean that
a series of sub-regional or district)
tournaments would be held as
qualifiers for the present regional
tournaments.
Jimmy Earle, head coach at Middle
Tennessee State University, has been
named to head the OVC coaches this
year. Greene said the coaches would be
on the MSU campus this Saturday to
discuss future plans.
Representatives of the OVC schools
will meet May 24 and 25 at Richmond to
discuss the league's plans for replacing
East Tennessee State University and
the possibility of expanding to a 10team league.
Schools mentioned as possible
replacement for East Tennessee are
University of Evansville, University of
Akron, Dayton, University of Tennessee at Martin and Kentucky State

University.
Schools remaining in the league in
addition to Murray following East
Tennessee's exit include Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead and Western
Kentucky in the Commonwealth and
Tennessee Tech, Middle Tennessee and
Austin Peay in Tennessee.
"There's been some discussion of
going to a 10-team league and some talk
of staying at seven," MSU president
Constantine (Deno)Curris said this
morning. Curris said that indications he
has received from other league schools
are that if a school will not help the
league it might be better not to replace
East Tennessee at this time.
Rumors have been circulating that
Western may make a
pla
for'. a bigger conference and WK
president Dero Downing has reportedly
mentioned that The Metro Confertnce
of which the University of Louisville is
a member) is a possibility.
Regardless of whether or not the
Hilltoppers remain in the OVC, league
officials are faced with two important
topics in the next couple of weeks:
- Can the conference hold on to its
automatic NCAA bid?, and;
- Who will replace East Tennessee:
we team, three teams or no town?

By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Having Bob Sykes around is
like having your own copying
machine. Sykes, you see,
appears to be in something of
a rut.. It seems all he-can do is
pitch four-hit shutouts
the Oakland A's.
Since coming back to
Detroit from the minors, the
23-yearold left-hander_ has
made two appearances eight
days apart with similar
results. He blanked the A's 6-0
with a fourhitter in Oakland on
May 6 and Sunday he
repeated, this time by a 15-0
score as the Tigers pounded
out 20 hits.
In other American League
action,the Kansas City 1ToyaLs

egainst

outslugged the New York
Yankees 10-9, the Boston Red
Sox downed the Minnesota
Twins 6-2, the Califfrnia
Angels edged the Cleverand
Ipdians 4-3, (he Baltimore
Orioles shaded the Texas
Rangers
3-2 and
the
Milwaukee Brewers nipped
the Chicago White Sox 5-4. The
Seattle-Toronto game was
rained out.
Royals 10, Yankees 9
Clint Hurdle opened the
bottom of the ninth with a
double and scored on a double
by Amos Otis, who swung
away after failing to sacrifice.
Otis' double was the 10th of the
game and followed an
intentional walk to Darrell
Porter, who hornered earlier.
Hurdle andi terdiove in

Kingman's Bat Leads
Cubs Over LA Sunday

three runs apiece.
Red Sox 6,Twins 2
Fred Lynn hit a three-run
homer in the fifth hurling and
Dennis_ Ecuersley won his
third consecutive game as the
redhot Red Sox posted their
10th victery in 11 games. With
the score knotted 2-2 and one
out, Lynn lined Minnesota
reliever Mac Scarce's first
pitch into the right-field
bleachers for the decisive
three-run blow., Carlton Fisk
also homered fot‘Boston while
Willie Norwood and Mike
Cubbage connected for
Minnesota.
Angels 4, Indians 3
California scored three
times in the eighth inning on
three walks, a hit batsman,an
effor-alltrTony Sohtita'stworun pinch single while Frank
Tanana won his sixth game
with last-out help from Paul
Hartzell. Tanana allowed
sewn hits If 2r3 innings and
blanked the Indians until the
ninth.

Orioles 2,liaagers t
Lee May belted a towering
two-run homer off Dock Ellis
in the top of the ninth inning
and reliever Don Stanhouse
pitched out of a bases-loaded,
none-out jam in the bottom
half. The Rangers loaded the
bases when pinch hitter John
Lowenstein singled and Mike
Hargrove doubled against
winner John Flinn and
Stanhouse issued an intentional walk to Juan
Beniquez; He then got Toby
Harrah on a pop-up, struck out
Richie Zisk and retired Jim
Sundberg on a grounder to
pick up his sixth save.
.
Brewers 5, White Sox 4
Don Money, who hasn't
started a game since April 27
because of a polled groin
muscle, drove home the tying
and goahead runs with a pinch
double in the seventh inning.
-Milwaukee's other runs came
on a three-run homer by Ben
Ogilvie while Mike Caldwell
scattered eight hits.

Adlustments Help Extend Deriver
Nuggets Season At Least 1-Game

.
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1-

Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages

Weekend
Sports
Transactions

BOWLING
Summer Bowling Leagues To
Start Soon. Following is a list of
league meetings:
• -

For Further
, Info. &Med- Corsoftrtaneil
153-2i02
•

May 22,7:00p.m.
May 22, 7:00p.m.
June 6,6:30p.m.
May 25,7:00 p.m.
May 26, 10:00 p.m.
_May 21,7:00 p.m. •
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Models On Display

Monday Night Men
..Monday Night Ladies
Tuesday Night Jr. fAses uyt• it)
Thursday Night Couples
Friday Morning Ladies
Sunday Night Couples
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Trevino Runs Away At Colonial_
With Record-Setting 268 Score

GARAGES
CUSTOM BUILT

,rsa

Hunt Wins Kentucky
Indoor Championships,

By KEN RAPPOPORT
didn't walk a batter in irnAP Sports Writer
nrovni
. g his record to 34.
At6-foot-7, Dave Kingman is Randy
Jones took he loss.
a giant among baseball
players. Whenever he visits
Giants 5-4, Cardinals 4-3
Dodger Stadium in Los
Terry Whitfield's two-out
Angeles, he looks even taller.
-1
homer in the bottom of the
Eddie Hunt ofIlluersta brought home the championship
a member
12th,inning led San Francisco
Ud5Ji'in.•
• MINIM brt1re1Citt- State
York Mets two years ago, the to its first-game victory over
Indoor Championships held at Lexington this past
hard-hitting
outfielder St. Louis and then Whitfield A!.Weekend.
the number one seeded player, Kelly Hall
smashed three home runs and doubled and scored the win4-1,2-6,6-1, to win the division n the tourney,
. drove in eight runs in his ning run in the 10th Inning of
1throw:A May 14.
favorite hitting park.
the nightcap to complete a
maipebtion,Hunt teamed with Tom Higgins
As a member of the Chicago doubleheader sweep for the
and the pair advanced to the.finals before
Cubs Sunday, he did the same streaking Giants.
by the team ofFelons and Carter ofthing.
6.4,6-3.
The dramatic victories gave ,
By JOHN MOSSMAN
in the championship round, seventh game. We can go up games at the Coliseum.
"I-consider this my home," the Giants a five-game winwas the only other Murray player in the
AP Sports Writer
which begins next Sunday at there Wednesday and be loose,
"They're still in the driver's said, Kingman after leading ning streak and Improved •competitim and he advanced to the quarter-finals in tko
DENVER 4AP
open division before
-being defeated by the number thrift,' •
The home- of the --Western- just play our
seat," _admitted Deenver the cubs 49_4 J0-7, .15-inning their lead in the_listional
, minor adjustments, such as a champion.
player-ontkaldiveraitraKentuckyteam,PicketL
victory,
From an historical stan- center Dan Issel, who scored
"I.can recall a lot of LeogyF Western Division to
alo the ladies
ltli
joyry
isio
lazegil
switch
e_=
in - defensive "Now the monkey's on their dpoint,
putt
:
ior 17p
f
-11-iimt'WeTDefele-r-%-tailk 4iceiTd 27 points and-pulled down 10 thie
to end:. 1/
1
2games over the-eine:Enna*
assignments, and one major back," said Thompson after
not appear to be quite that rebounds as the Nuggets held long drought."
- Reds and two games over the
change, an effort to set picks the Nuggets hawed back
In ottxts7; National League Los Angeles Dodgers.
simple. Only two teams in a 55-40 rebounding edge
'
for superstar' David Thom- from three straight defeats to
NBA playoff history have Sunday over the taller Sorties. gamed, the Philadelphia
pson, helped • extend the stay alive in the series.
rallied from 3-1 deficits to win Issel said winning the sixth Phillies defeated the CinDenver Nuggets' season at "Seattle has to win up there.
a series. In addition, the game r?is a pretty good size cinnati Reda 7-4; the Pittleast another game.
I'm sure they don't want to Sonics are no pushovers at hill to climb, but stranger sburgh Pirates whipped the
With Thompson regaining come back here for the home,
San Diego • Padres 1-0; the
having won 19 straight things have happened."
his shooting touch and his
Atlanta Braves edged the
-confidence to Score 35 points,
Montreal Expos 2-1 and the
the Nuggets held off a secondSan Francisco Giants took a
half Seattle comeback and
doubleheader from the St.
FORT WORTH,Texas(AP) for second place. The conbeat the SuperSonics 123-114
Louis Cardinals, 5-4 in 12
- "Golf is a crazy game," solation prize was $18,000 for Trevino, two behind Steve
Sunday in their National
Melnyk and °nein arrears of
innings and then 4-3 in 10. A
says Jerry Pate, and along each.
Basketball
Association
Heard, took a triple bogey 7 at
doubleheader between . New
comes Lee Trevino to prove it.
semifinal playoff series.
Heard, the only serious No. 5, the most treacherous of
York and Houston was rained
With his lead in jeopardy, challenger in the stretch rim,
The triumph reduced the
out.
the Trinity River spread. But
Trevino chipped in from off slipped in with a 68 after a
By STEVE HERMAN
Sonic& ,lead to 3-2 in the be§tSaturday'inorrung.
PhIllies 7, Red 4
he salvaged a 68 and a tie for
himself.
the
green
for
a
birdie,
AP
Sports
swept
Writer
in bizarre turn of events at the fourth with Melnyk, who shot
ofseven Western Conference
"I don't see why no one is
Home runs by Mike Sch"There's
no
question.
I'll
with a sparkling 66 and won 14th and 15th boles that ended
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- If willing to yield in any way,"
finals. Game 6 will be played
break my back to get here," midt, Richie Hebner and Greg
the 8200,000 Colonial National a tense duel in the Texas sun. a70.
Wednesday night in Seattle. Mario Andretti had his way, the former Indy champ said
Luzinski
Tom Weiskopf's 65 hurdled a
carried Philadelphia
said Andretti, who will try to
Invitation Sunday with a
Game 7, if necessary, would the washed-out weekend for Sunday, after rain ended any
"The turning point was the healthy portion of the field and
over
Cincinnati.
qualify
in
Schmidt's
Belgium
Friday
or
runaway record 268.
be played Friday night in Indy 500 qualifications would chance of qualifying before
14th," said Trevino, who was
Saturday, fly back here to solo home run and Hebner's
'A fantastic week," said nursing a two-shot lead, gave him sixth place and
have been extended to today. nest week.
Denver.
two-run
blast
highlighted
qualify
late
the
Saturday
afTrevino of his 12-under-par flirting with a bogey five and 87,200. That was $4,200 more
The winner of the series He'll be in Belgium when the
•'One thing would benefit ternoon and
Phillies' three run sixth and
then
return
to
performance and. its 840,000 looking at iieard's second shot than Ben Hogan collected for
meets the Washington Bullets time trials begin next everyone," he said. "Why
winning in 1946, the inaugural
Belgium for the Grand Prix on Luzinski's basesempty shot in
reward.
"I love it."
couldn't they extend the Sunday.
resting 10 feet from the cup,
the eighth provided_ the
Trevino abandoned his
weekend, say, to. Monday or
"Everything was up for
Penske said he approached Phillies with their final run'- swashbuckling, go-for-b
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
roke grebe until the 14th hole," he
Tuesday, so you get at least U.S. Auto
and
a
safe
7-1
lead.
Club and Speedway
style and said it was a craftier said. "It looked like Heard
Urge You To Compere"
one clear day of qualifying officials on
Saturday, asking George Foster drove in
Any Kind - Anywhere - Anytime
Latino who fired rounds of 66, was going to get even and
in?'
them about the possibility of three runs for the Reds, one in
68, 68,66 to capture his second instead he wentthree down."
•
Andretti is committed to extending the
•
qualifications to the first with a single and two
Colonial crown by a coma
driving in the Belgian Grand today
Trevino
holed
•
out
from
30
in
the
eighth
•
with a triple.
or, if necessary,
fortable
four
shots.
1-502422-4401
Phone
Pi
-ix
feet
Heard,
next
and
weekend,
the
1972
so
it's
a
Expenence
:
CONING
•
Pirates 1,Padres
Tuesday because of the
•
"I just kept jabbing away," Colonial champion, missed his a
good possibility his Penske weather.
•
Nay We
Rookie right-hander Don
he
said.
"I think I played it 18-footer.
racer which has run-203:482
"They said no," Trerisiie Robinsarimried a four-hitter
asatitives
ver*-311#14.".
A double_ bogey liffbe paiC4
miles per hour in practice - said, 'the
to
pitch
P
ittsburgh over San'
schedule was
Pate knifed through the 15th ended the Heard threat.
New Game
the fastest lap in the history of fixed."
•
Diego. The 20-year-old
•
•
pack with a closing 5-underTom
the Indianapolis Motor
Watson,
•
who
started
Today
•
Robinson
struck
out
seven and
As it stands now,the normal
par 65 to tie Jerry Heard at 272 the last 18 three back of a•••••••••■•■••••
Speedway - will start the four days of qualifications
All Sizes'
will
May 28 Indy 500 at the back of be condensed
to two days Available
the pack.
lassober Trim ot. ampiber of csasser.
next Saturday and Sunday.
BANK '
Team owner Roger Penske That's not an
FINANCING
impossible task,
wol Ky. Western Watsrlead
Tree Estimates
has asked stock car driver though. In 1953,
a record 27
WAG Coupon
Bobby Allison, who has driven cars were
or Cali
'NAME
qualified on the
cloaict •ADDRE3,
in,two previous Indy races, to second day.
qualify the car for Andretti
I
One driver who was not
502- 1 RFIST TIME TO SEE
next week. But regardless of disturbed
by the rainout
522-6488.
how fast Allison qualifies it, it Sunday
was
defending.
would start 33rd if Andretti champion
A.J. Foyt, who'
takes over in the race.
gambled on the weather would
But that's just a contingency not improving
Kol VA Hwy P W
sufficiently to
Nein, Ky
Ffione 1 402422445S
plan if Andretti cannot make it qualify
and headed- south for
Wome Owned S. Opererief%we Emery & Renee Thome
back here in time to qualify the Winston 500-mile
stock car
race.

Andretti Wishes Washed-Out
Indy Trails Were Set Today

SOCCER
on this pa
the Chiefs i
the Chiefs
p.m. and tii
Holcomb
Gallimore

-

By The Associated Press
' BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE 'ORIOLES.
Recalled Andres Mora,
outfielder, from -Rochester of
the International League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS --Signed Gary Frank, pitcher,
and assigned him to Medicine
Hat, Alberta, of the Pioneer
League.
National League
HOUSTON. ASTROS fteeafied-4sear Zit
pitther:,--frtati -CharlestdIr-or-Lite Placed Gene Pentz, pitcher,
Oil -the-rr4-ay -iiiisibfed- 114
Saturday.
- FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ORLEANS SAINTSSigned James Taylor, of...
lenitive tackle, to a aeries of
one-year contracts.

Have you Heard
The News?
Pickens is Having
A good Old
--bed
Fashioned
/
1
2Price Sale!
Y2 Price On All Li hting
Including Lighting y
*Thomas 'Plantation
*Geringer • *Tri-Lite

WH

Don't Forget Picken Has Plumbing!
Featuring Aquarius Modular Tubs(
With 5 Year Garauntees

_

Lighting, Plumbing &
Eledrical Supply
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SOCCER ACT1ON-Four games

were played

in the Murray girls Soccer

dashes in the Las Vegas Invitational, had times of 1:01,4
and 1:11.3 in those events
Saturday. Her winning time in
the 220 was clocked at :26.1
The Lakers' Jean Hoke, Dee
Dee Darnell, Mina Todd and
Ellen Mahan combined in the
880-yard medley relay for a
1:57.4 and a second place
finish.
Pinner, a 5-7 speedster who
won the state title in the 220 as
finished
both the 440 and the 100,yara a sophomore and
second in the state in that
1111111.1.111EMMISIMMIONIP
event as well as the, 440 last
year, will be attempting to
better those times at this
year's state meet to be held at
Girls
County )GC', 6, Rea:nand.ER), 4; LOW• Shively Sports Center on the
• MAN SCORES - Chnsisan County
ICtiCi, II; Calloway County (CaC), 39; ' Oak I LA),
University of Kentucky
Hopkinaville H), 34; Paducah Tilghman
SliDTPUT- ftir tient Abraham,PT;47-- campus' in Lexington this
(PT), 11; Mariball County I MC(, 13;
Mayfield (11), 3'n ; Reidland (R ), 0; Larne 3.; act Moody, PT,434; Childress. GC, Friday and Saturday.
424":; Taylor, M.414.
.
ak L0).0.

The Calloway County Laker
girls track team took second
place in the First Region 2A
track meet Saturday led by
Felicia Pinner Who captured
three first place finishes.
First place in the meet, held
at McRight Field in Paducah,
was awarded to Christian
-County which picked up 59
total points to Calloway's 39.
Calloway collected a total of
five first place finished for the
day with Pinner winning the

Association

on this past Saturday and Sunday. The Cosmos and the flyers battled to a 0-0 tie and
the Chiefs defeated the Flames 3-0 Saturday while the Flyers beat the Flames 2-1 and
the Chiefs won over the Red Wings 5-1.,Tuesday,-the Flyers and Chiefs will meet

p.m. and the Cosmos and

at 5

440-yard dash, the 100-yard
dash and the 220-yard dash as
well as anchoring the mile
relay team.
Melissa Miller was the
Lakers' other winner with a
first place, 2:35.8, in the .880yard run. Miller and Pinner
combined with teammates
Ellen Mahan and Rose Ross to
clock a 4:16.8 winning time in
the mile relay.
Pinner, who recently won

Summary

Flames play at 6 p.m. In the photo above, Janet Whaley, Lee

Holcomb and Laura Cella of the Cosmos move the ball downfield. Below, Sherrih

Gallimore of the Flyers kicks the ball to a teammate.

SNOT PITT-- Daphne Garnett, ChC, 34I kt ; Patty McGregor, MC, 334%;
Thompson, MC,334%; McCombs,CbC,32.
761
cbc,
HIGH Jump Choziono
44; LaDonos Grooms. ChC,44, Williams,
IA, 44:Todd,CAC,44.
DISCUS- Daphne Garnett,ChC,11111441; .
Patty McGregor, MC,924; Wyatt,CaC,alHlOguRD
.
0;is.
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ymw
ith, ChC.90Lisa •
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•Kelly Hall
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MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP
at a mightysmall price.
•
•
•
•

9 Golden Fried Shrimp
Fabulous Fryes
Tangy Slaw
2 Crispy Hushpuppies

Ofer good all day on Wednesday - While Supply Lasts

rd
ng

Murray beat Mike Thomas 80.
The Murray team won all
three matches in the doubles
competition with Smock and
Cochran over Brown and
Mestan 8-0; Overbey and Paul
Austin over Tichenor and
Boyd 8-0; Mark Austin and
Edwards ‘over
Russell
Thompson and Thomas 8-0.
Coach Fisher said the
Murray team will meet
Mayfield in a match today at
Mayfield.
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WEST

Philadelphia 7, Cincinnati 4
Atlanta 2, Montreal 1
San Francisco 5-4, St. Louis
4-3, first game,12 innings; second game, 10 in.nings
Pittsburgh 1,San Diego 0

Maas
On. Your.
•
Graduation.!iik
4lm

Why not give
the most
appreciated
gift of all...

Indianapolis 500

SAVE 20%
Save OtePolyglas'
Doublellelted Whitewalls A78-13 whitewall
plus $1 71 F.E T
No trade needed

Custom Power
Cushion Polyglas
Goodyear best-seller thanks to double fiberglass
belts for handling and tong
wear, polyester cord body for
cushioned ride. Buy this week
and save a full 20%?
A

Chicago 10, Los Angeles 7, 15
innings
Houston at New York, 2

Sale Ends Saturda)1

ppd., rain

Lube& OilChange

Regular
Price

C78-14
C78-14
G78-14
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

$48.10
$49.75
$57.05
$58.55
62.90
$67.45

20% OFF
PRICE
$38.45

W

L

Pct.

Bost
Detr
NY
Clev
Milw
Bait

22
18
17
14
14
13

11
9
12
15
16
17

Toro

11

19

.667
.667
.586
.483
.467
.433
.367

GB
1
3
6
61
7

91 •

21

10

;rt. -

, • Cal

19

11

KC

17

13

AS
.567

Tex
_
Seat

14

14

.500

12

23

.343

11

9

18

.333

10

10

23

• 303

12

Chi
Minn

lin
311
Itii

$1.97

$39.80

$45.60
146.80.
30
$5195

$2.55
$2.77
$3.05

RAIN CHECK - rf wo sou out of your stranse will 'ssue you a rain chock, Assuring future deheery at the advort)sed price.

Front-End Alignment

$588

$1388
OPTcl

Engine Tune-Up

Parts extra
It needed
Excludes
front-wheel .
drive cars

88
6-cyl

$30.88 - 4.cyl

5 QUARTS MAJOR

IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE,
HANDLING, AND CONTROL

BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL

• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect
parts -ensures smooth, quiet
par'armance •Includes light_
trucks • Please phone for appointment

Inspect all 4 tires • Inspect
steering and suspension components • Adjust toe-in, caster.
..and camber to nia.nulactitre ra
specifications.

Price includes
Parts and labor
$4 less for
electronic ignition

540.88

8-cyl.

SAVES GAS, IMPROVES
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic engine. starting, and
charging system analysis Install
new points. plugs, cOndenser • Set

dwell and time engine to specifics6411.usts..ar b_u_Le tar kr fuel_
economy • No extra charge for air
conditioned cars • includes Datsun,
VW, Toyota, and light trusks.

Just Saytatorge te
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card
• Carle Blanche • Oineds Club • Cash

C=ZINK
Goodyear Revolving Charge

Account

Saturday's Games
Oakland 3, Detroit 2
Seattle 9, Toronto 6
Cleveland 2, California 1
Boston.4 MinnpAnta 7

- New York 5,kanaaaca,y4
Baltimore 5, Texas 1
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Detroit 15, Oakland 0

Bank Of Murray

Whitewall
SIX

EAST

--Oakl

dular Tubs!

Winner...Go
Goodyear'

STANDINGS

WIDJT

FDIC

Murray High Teams Qualify
In Six Events For State Meet

TEAM PX/RES - Paducah Tilghaum
1111; HophmsedH-V-Sh
(Mi. 20; Christian County ((NC), X;
Marshall County (MC) and Calloway

SFra
20 12
.625
GIRARD, Ohio (AP)- Ben CM
19 14
.576
11
/
2
. Thomas achieved the lifetime LA
18 14
.563
2
dream of every golfer this Hou
13 16
.448
5/
1
2
v
He scored a hole-in- SDie
1.3. DI
Ada
one, but he didn't see it.
12 18
.400
7
Thomas is legally blind.
Saturday's Games
"I would have loved to see it
Houston 7, New York 4
go in the hole," said Thomas.
Montreal 3, Atlanta 0
"I knew it was a good shot
San Francisco 7, St. Louis 6
•
when I hit it.
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 3
Los Angeles 5, Chicago 2
San Diego 6, Pittsburgh 5

WHAT TO BUY FOR GRADUATION??
....WE HAVE THE ANSWER!!

440.te
,fic,„uhaki

1

Boys

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Plumbing!

1_

GOODIFEAN

Sundays Games
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.A.a.

711 South 12th Street

the championship. with .85

Team Beats
Caldviell Co.

Blind Golfer Aces

SEAFOOD SHOPPES

right behind," Laker girls
track'coach Sue Outland was
quoted as saying Saturday.
Pinner is being sought by at
least four colleges.- Murray
State, Western Kentucky,
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas and Arizona State -•
but she is leaning , heavily
toward WILV coach Outland
reports.
The top two finishers in each
event qualify for the state
meet.
Calloway's boys team
finished sixth in the eightteam competition at the meet
held at Paducah Tilghman's
home field Saturday.
_ Tilghman easily captured_

Merritt, H. :08.11; Chariotte
CAC,
Wa1514n, ChC,
The Murray High boys and Providence finished second Adams,Starr Jones, Charlotte
14.1;
CaC.
"1111".
.3; LARD
wrenc
r
i Lee, R
PT,
P
eTgg
, 1111.3Do
A18.3.
"
; Stilrse
as,,PT
H,
girls track teams each with 41. Webster County took Shroat and Jaina Washer.
10-YARD DASH - Feted& Plasm. 103; Owens,CbC. 10.6MILE RUN - Greg ,,,Englehart, PT, qualifies for the state Class A
CaC, :11.3; Gloria Dillard, CHC, 11.4;
third with 34, MHS was in
Washer finished second in
4:44.3; Tim Barnett, PT, 4:11.3; Miller, H,
Clack,PT.:11.4; Boyd,H,
meet in three events at the fourth with 19 and Fulton the long jump,one inch behind
DMA RUN -,, Jennifer Johnson, PT, 4:537; Reeves, LO,4.57.S.
5:39.1; Hanna Gee. ChC,5:48.5;
LAFSaul
regional finals held Saturday. County and Trigg tied for fifth the winning leap of Anita
Tille.
gti-gs
VaAnkP
ITeRrr
ily
kneP
r,adKutc
5:51.2; Smith, MC.
4alyh
Russell of Ft. Campbell, to
The Murray High girls with 7.
00114TARD: BELAY -HophinsYllie. . fteshing, Lawrence Lee, Reggie Doug!
Mirky 14rry, Jaoice Higgs. Lama" 1:32.8; Chrotian County ,Phil Glass, Tim
Grettis- qualify in that event while
placed fourth among all teams
Murray .High's
Christian
Barnwell,
Kelvin
1:50.0;
Boyd, Las
Qvarles, Kenneth
Bump* advanced to the Adams was runner-up in the
r GIgn_kr-rMg, W Ikenon
Martmisty 13ai3; in the meet and the Tiger boys
Mord), 1:14.4;
Mitithall County,1 -424.
Mawdig
-220-yafd TaSK.
vrum
teaThilinished fifth.-FrourteeTi state meet inlb- a 4411.YARD DASH - William Baru, IL
Calmar Comity, 114.0; Marshall County.
time of 16.3 in the 120-yard
311, Geoff Pope, PT. $4.4; Stewart, It teams were competing in the
2:02.11.
Finishing behind Murray in
LONG JUMP - Frances Clark, PT, 16- $6.0; Madding, M,35.4.
meet with qualifying finishers high hurdles. Claude Johnson
9; Teresa SWIM,ChC,15446; Todd,CaC,
POLX VAULT - Jesse Holder, /4, 104;
the
boys team standings were:
13441%; GroININACIC.13-7%.
David Gunn. PT, 9-0; Buckner,- H, *a; advancing to the state com- _will also be going to Lexington
4416.SAIID DYE - Felecia Planer, Perri,CbC,84.
finish Fulton City, 12; Webster
place
second
due
to
his
petition Friday and Saturday
CaC, 1:01.4; Janice Higga, H, 1:02.3;
1$-YARD LOW HURDESX - Terry
in the-180-yard low - hurdles.. County, 7; Ballard Memorial,
Green,ChC, 1:Oki; Lockett, MC,1:46.4.
Faulkner, PT, 206, Phil Glass, ChC, 21.6; at Shively Sports Center on the
no-YARD LOW NURDLES -- Lim Freetnan,M,22.0; Quarks. CAC,23.0.
Kentucky.
University
of
The MHS boys 880-yaKI 6; West Hopkins and Carlisle
•
Charlene Walston, AC.
Merritt, H,
ObYARD RUN - David Wagner: PT,
rela_y team, composed of County, 2; Crittenden County
.16.1; Rosa, CaC, 716.1; Williams, CRC, 1:01.6; Kelvin Quarles, ChC, 2:00.9; campus in Lexington.
.16.1.
Maddox,61,2:071; Byrd,PT.2:
.
boys
meet
was
Johnson,- Bradley and South Hopkins, 1; St.
Winner
of
the
Claude
1110-YARD MEDLEY RELAY 220-YARD DASH- Reggie Douglas,PT,
Murray High defeated
Mary anil Univ.ersity Heights,
HopklasvIlle, (Janice Higgs, Shirley 22.8, William Burse,
Wells, Ed Harcourt and Craig
Lee, PT,21.3; Trigg County which piled up 44
Caldwell County 8-1 in a tennis Barry, /Aquila Boyd, Iris-Baillay-i, 1:61.1; Wilkerson,(NC,ICAIii23.0;
O.'.
Priiiiidence
'by
advanced to the
Wedge
also
Ttiollitt
Johnson,
dewily County, Jean Hake, Doe Dee
JUMP- Frankie Elmore,PT,
match played at Murray on
Dandikalina Todd,Ellen Mahaal,,117,44, 434%. Jim Pace, MC.414; T00% PT,4.- -three points. Fort Campbell' state meet with a second place
Following Trigg in the Girls
Friday, according to -Rick
ClwiliSseromatit.1:16A; Marshall Canals, 9; Payne, H.394%.
and Heath tied for third with
finish.
standings,
_ Ballard
1.40
,
1
041M&LUM
fr.-.8404-Agams,
.
M.
Fisher, tennis_ _noach .at.
,
-111ITAMID RUN - Melmis miner, oicMLIS girls .140-yaril
Greg Englehart, PT, 10:39.1; 22 points and Murray landed
Memorial, 4; Carlisle County,
1 2:34.8; Pam Griffith, ChC, 2161; Mauls, 10:36.4,
MurrayHigh.
Miller, H, 1047.3; King, MC,10:41.4.
in fifth with 16.
relay team won that event
2; St. Mary, 11
2:40.4; Johnson, Pff,2:42.3./
2; Heath, 1;
MILE RELAY
Paducah Tilghman
In the singles competition, II,X&YARD
DASH - Felecla
( David Wagner, Kelly Rushing, Lawrence
The girls competition was
with a time of :53.8 to qualify
Crittenden County, South
Ashley Smock of Murray beat CaC,*1; Shirley Berry, H, :EA% Lee, Terry Faulkner 3.327; HopkinsviSe
won by Ft. Campbell with IN for the state meet. Members
Dillard, ChC, 27.3; Galbreath,M.111.4.
Hopkins, West Hopkins and
(Donald • Miller, Michael Stewart, V.
Curtis Brown 8-3; Mickey
Caiimsulis
MILE RELAY
McKinnon, William Borne), 3:41.4; total of 48 points while
of the team are Brenda University Heights, 0.
Ellen Mahan, Rose Ross, MilleAMEAW. Mayfield,3'47'; Christian County,3:44.7.
Cochran of Murray was
Felecia Pinner). 416.0; carvIlls
defeated by Sean Mestan 8-9; (Hanna
Gee, De De McCray,ESsmaGamik
4:39.3; Repidirwille,
'Mark Overby of Murray beat Charlotte
4:33.6; Marshall County,4;54.7
Paul Tichenor 8-3; Paul
40-YARD RELAY - Christian County,
Austin of Murray beat Richie (Gloria Dillard, Teresa Tuner, LaDonna
Grooms, Gwen Loving). 11.6;
.Boyd 6-1; Mark Austin of Hopk'nay ille, (Shirley Berry, Janice
Higgs, Laquita Boyd, Lisa Merritt), :U.II,
Murray beat Paul Thompson
Paducah Tilghman, :53.9; Calloway
9-7; and Mike Cappock of
County. :57.2.
-

--Mferfennis

LONG

MOH JUMP - PranIttelMotare-,-PT,*
I; re Laborde, H. 34; Payne, 21, 54; as
fisi.cth ploce awarded
DISCUS -- Kelley Cromwell, PT, 130-6;
Kenny Ford, MC, 129-4; Childress,-CaC,
17b-1 : Laborde, B. 12710.
110-YAJID HIGH HURDLES - Terri
Faulkner, PT, 14.1; Phil Glass, CbC, 15.3;
Quarles, ChC, 16.1; Adams, CaC,16.4.
LONG JUMP - Mark Payne, H,1114lvoi;
Yid Clymer, M, 10-7; Elmore, PT, Ilk
1%; Radford, ChC,

points while second place
1-jopkinsvilte
finisher
mustered only 27 points.
None of the Calloway boys
team mertbers qualified for
the state meet.
Tilghman won 12 of the 16
e,vents in the meet and failed
to place in the top two in Getty
one event qualifying 18 team
members for the state tournament. Second place finisher
Mayfield won two of the foar
events Tilghrnan didn't win the pole vault and the two mile
- and qua'ified three_ for the
state tournament. Two
Marshall
County"- team
members qualified and
Reidland placed one in the 2A
state field.
The meet was scored as

-Felecia's best event is the
440 but the 220 and the 100 are

California 1,ClevIland 3
Milwaukee 5, Chicago 4
Roston 6,'Minnesota 2
Kansas City fO, New York I)
Baltimore 3, Texas 2
Seattle at Toronto, ppd , TR if,

Mgr. N. eartwrIgtot
721S. 1;th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0595

Sten Non: VI1.M. atil MOM Nitai-Opill Friday until MOO
rtosilii t Wife
600 Jefferson
315 W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
Paducah, Ky:
* 442-5464
247-3711

m.

.,
L. C. Aimee
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
4724,000
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The Handicapped
Have Rights, Too
This is National Handicapped
Awarenes§ Week, an annual
time set aside by the National.
Easter Seal Society and its affiliates coast-to-coast, to alert
all Americans to the barriers
that face millions of disabled
persons. But awareness of the
rights and needs of those who
are handicapped is a 365-daysa-yeat responsibility for all of
us. • For the disabled, their
biggest problem has been and
remains getting others to pay
attention to their rights to take
part fully in the community,
and to live independent lives
with dignity.
Our disabled neighbors are,
first of all, people. They are
respectable, competent and efficient. In may instances, they
are able-to do more things than
we give them credit for. But

nobody is as limited, not only
by attitudinal barriers, but by
all the architectural, transportation, housing and employment
barriers
handicapping their independence.
And by every other kind of
barrier that reflects indifference towards those with
artificial limbs, in wheelchairs,
on crutches or with canes.
There are laws and
regulations on the books guarding agiainst discrimination of
the handicapped, and some
progess has been made. Still,
there is much to be done, and it
would be splendid if today, and
every day-throughout the year,
we all recognized our task in
helping the disabled to enjoy
their rights, and did it.
After all, a barrier-free environment is good for
everybody.
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Letter To The Editor
Inside Report

tt tio% land I',an and Robert Nosak

Against Legal Alcohol
Dear Editor:
'

Hearing one speaking of why Murray
should le.galize alcohol, increased my
- urge and stirred me to.action of getting
a letter 4othe-poper.-Gatild.it bethat we.
fail to appreciate a city without saloOns
and a dry county and think little about
anything to do to keep it that way? I
appreciated the comment by one on
-Channel 6 comparing his 'city to two
others who legalized their number one
enemy, alcohol. When we realize that
'drinkers in the U. S. have reached a 38year high, 71 percent ( up fron 68 per_ eentia IWO with the increase almost
-7-16tirely among women, it isn't sue,
prising that one American in five (18
a cause of -trouble in their families.
Loss of lives and broken homes due to
use of alcohol cannot be estimated in
money. The Washington Post, Sep. '77,
reports the estimate of Federal
government of a $300 million to 8500
million loss per year because of
drinking-related time lost, production
delays, accidents and insurance
_claims, by its 130,000 to 240,000 problem
drinkers and outright alcoholice on pay
roll. Since we all help support our
government, this is our concern. Ob,
that it were true that our govenrrnent
spent two-thirds as much for prevention
of drug abuse instead for programs for
treatment of them as reported by
American Business Men's Foundation.
Especially. are we concerned for the
generation of drinkers mining from our
youth and children. Supposedly
responsible college degree people
advise parents to relax at home with
drink, letting the children taste if they
want to instead of parents trying to
skesidrinit from them in years gone by.
Teachers are advised to teach drinking
as a part of our culture, so those who
say abstain from it completely are
fewer than those to teach ''learn to
drink responsibly-. Many teachers skip
the subject rather than think they teach
the children against the parent.
This could be a new subject taught
because of definite problems at school.
They could teach what addiction is and
that an unsuspecting person may
slowly becoame addicted without
knowing it, but one will never be an
alcoholic if he never takes alcohol.
Since child loves wheels, teach him that
when he drives a car or flies a plane,
there is danger of smashing up his
n3achine. Teaching health and safety
and alcohol are especially important__
Alcoholism is the Trogan Horse that
will defeat the U. S. from within, says
Miss Helen Allen in Union Signal. Let us
pray and work to prevent this.
There is a great need for interested
citizens to know what the textbooks in
our schools are teaching or failing to
teach. This quote from Dr. Eaton
Reeds textbook, True Education, is
good. "Reading, writing, and arithmetic are only vehicles to develop the
seven cardinal reasons for education.
Without them education becomes

7
'percenflattributeali,,hoias

Let's Stay Well

limited and the ability to perform
restricted." He listed the seven cardinal reason as follows: "1. To
progressively develop character, 2. To
regard the sacredness of life, 3. To
mterpref tfie.fii/lness of ae,4. To-honor
the majesty of purity and Amid law, 5.
To develop ability and performance, 6.
To instill the supremecy of duty and the
dignity of serviCe, and 7. To give understanding and appreciation for the
ability of others." I fear our textbooks
fall short of the good reasons stated
above. As Woman's Christian Temperance people we could alert them to
-good materials, films and film strips-,
available from Signal Press, Evanston,

The MarxistProfessor
valv

WASHINGTON.- What is in danger of
the Movement,” his article In the
tolerance for confronting
becoming a frivolous public debate
winter 1978 issue of New Political
the value
this dogma. Here are the makings
of an
over the appointment of a Marxist to
Science. Most students, he claim.* Internal
crisis which, to protect tit
head the Unkversity of Maryland's
conclude his course with a "Marxist integrity
and true academie/m*1m_
department of politics and government
outlook." Oilman concedes that will be academia
itself must resolve. .
has so far ignored this unspoken conseen "as an admission that the purpose
cern witI4 the academic community:
of my course is to convert students to
Looking
the avOtedd:desire of many political
socialism."
activists to use higher education for
That bothers him not sit all because
_indoctrination.
"a-correct understandig of MarxismA qUOte from The Readers Digest, In
The proposal to name Bertell Oilman, . (as indeed of any body of scientific
a current issue advises, "It's time to
professor at New York University, is
truths) leads automatically to Its ac- return to traditional teaching that is
department head has generated wrongceptance." Non-Marxist students" are
tried and true, for much work must be
headed debate. Politicians who jumped
defined as those "who do not yet unA grant of 893,000 has been approved
explicit, meticulous and correct every
in to oppose Oilman simply for ' his
derstand Marxism." The "classroom"
by Federal Water Pollution Control
time. To let students believe otherwise
is a place where the students'
Marxist philosophy have received a
Administration to the city of Murray to
is to mislead them dangerously."
justifiable going-over from defenders of
"bourgeois ideology is being
aid in the construction of new* inThe National Enquirer, Aug. 2, 1977.
academic freedom in the press and the
dismantled." -Our prior task" before
terceptor sewers, pumping station, and
gave US good words from Bob Hope. He
the revolution, he writes, "is to make
university. Academic Prince Valiants
force main.
said and I quote, I feel better at 74 than
seem arrayed against McCarthyite
more revolutionaries. The revolution
Dedication ceremonies for the new
when I was 39 because I don't drink or
will only occur when there are enough
know-nothings.
agriculture engineering building on
smoke anymore. It sounds pretty dull,
of us to make it."
But neither side approaches the
North Sixteenth Street are being held
but the fun I get out of entertaining
He concludes by stressing the inkcentral question: not 011man's beliefs,
today. It is being named for E. B.
more than makes up for whatever
but his intentions. His candid writings
nortance to "the Movement" of
Howton, chairman of the agriculture
pleasure I might get out of booze or
avow his desire to use the classroom as -radical professors?* If approved for
department and rne.mber of the Mix-ray
cigarettes! He keeps active at 74
his new post at Maryland, Oilman will. - !State Uhiversity faculty since 1937.
an instrument for preparing what he
because he eats stewed fruit, no fried
have a major voice in filling a new
calls "the revolution." Whether this is a
Dmiths reported include W. F.
foods) and drinks only decaffeinated
form of indoctrination that could professorship promised him. A leading
Johneon,age 83, and Mrs. Jim( Vennie)
coffee. .no stomach triSuble with this
prospect is fellow Marxist Alan Wolfe;
transform the real function of a
Stephens, age 76.
diet for 12 years. He believes in looking
he is notorious for his book, "The
university and transcend limits of
Miss Kitty Deborah Ray of Murray
ahead to the future and not back to past.
academic freedom is a concern to Seamy Side of. Danocracy," whose
has been awarded a $1,000 Judson
Let us do that and have a good 1978.
celebration of Communist China extols
academicians who are neither
scholarship by the Southern Baptist
Sincerely '
the beneficial nature of "brain,.
McCarthyite nor know-nothing.
Thological Seminary, Louisville, for
Lorene Clayton
To protect academic freedom, that
washing."
advanced religious study. She is a
Box 382
question should be posed not by
011man's principal scholarly work,
senior at Murray State University.
DeScito, Ill. 62924
politicians but by professors. But "Alienation: Marx's Conception of Man
Judge Hall McCuiston presided at the
professors throughout the country
In Capitalist Society," is a ponderous
meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal
troubled by the Oilman nomination, tome in adoration of the master
Court held yesterday.
"But upon mount Zion shall be - clearly a minority, dare not say a word (Marxizm "is like a magnificently rich
deliverance and there shall be holiin today's campus climate. This fact tapestry"). Published in 1971, it does
ness; and the house of Jacob shall
alone suggests that freedom is relative
not abandon hope for the revolution
possess their possessions." Obadiah
in academia.
forecast by Karl Marx in 1848. "The
Mac Fitts, 16 year old son of Mr. and
17
While Oilman is repeatedly described
present youth rebellion," he writes, by
Mrs. W. F. Fitts, was winner of the Safe
Deliverance from sin and full
in news accounts as a "respected "helping to ,change the workers of
Driving Road-E-0 sponsored by the
awareness of our spiritual possessions
Marxist scholar," he is -widely viewed tomorrow" will, along with other
Murray JaYcees. Tommy Carraway
are always associated with holiness
in his profession as a political activist. factors, make possible "a socialist
was second and Danny Duncan was
God says "Be ye holy as I am holy "
Amid the increasingly popular Marxist revolution."
third.
movement in university life, he is
Such pamphleteering is hooted at by
Wanda Taylor is valedictorian and
Miirrcry Ledger & Times
distinct from philosophical Marxists. one political scientist in a majot
Betty June Roberts is saltutatorian of
Rather, he is an outspoken proponent of Eastern university, whose scholarship
the 1958 graduating class of Almo High
Walter I. Apperr.,-1
Publisher
"political Marxism."
and reputation as a liberal are well School. Other ,honor graduates are
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murriry Ledger .94 Times is published
known. "Oilman has no status within
He twice sought election to the
Myrna Hargifs, Donald Cleaver,
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christthe profession, but is a pure and simple
council of the American Political
las Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Lutricia Hale, Betty Jo Downdy, and
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.
activist," he said. Would he say this
Science Assn. and a candidate of the
Euple Wilson.
Murra Ky 4307I Second Class Postage Paid at
publicly? "No chance of it. Our
"Caucus for a New Political Science,"
Murray, Ky 47071
Deaths rerted include Melissa
Iii-areas--seraeaby —
5t1109eRIPTION
-iiiidIGISMI-Tati-out of 16 c•- lifates- academic adtrre does not petnitt tht
CloysT1-niant girl emon W. Askew, age
carriers. 12.50 per month= arable in advance raising of such questions."
each time. Whether or not this
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Hat.
80, R. Y.(Bob)Showmaker,age IS,and
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
"Such questions" would include
represents
a
professional
Mrs. Annie Redden.
judgment
by
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $15.00 per
these: what is the true measurement of
his colleagues, as sone critics contend,
year By mail to other destinations. 735 00 per
New officers of the Murray Training
year
Olimart's scholarship? Does he intend
the verdict clearly rejects his camSchool Parent-Teacher Association are
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky F'revs
louse the classroom for indoctrination?
paign pledge:"If elected..I shall use
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Bill Adams, John Lassiter, Mrs. Joe
Association
Will he indeed be followed by other
every
means
at
my
disposal
to
promote
Nell Rayburn, Mrs. Hollis Roberts, and
tc,
entitled
exclusively
The Associated Press is
Marxist professors? Could the
the study of Marxism and Marxist
republish local news originatatt by The Murray
Mrs.
Eurie Warren.
todger 84 Times as well as all other AP news
department in time be closed to nonapproaches to politics throughout the
"Albert Enix got 16 crappie weighing
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
753-191..
Marxists, following the tendency at
profession."
Business Office
around a pound and one half while
753-1916
lavnfied Advertising
several
English universities?
011inan's
intentions
become
explecit
fishing Monday," from the column,
753-1919
Rptsil Display Advertising,
753-1916
Even if "such questions" cannot be "Hooks and Anglers" by Jim Harmon.
in -On Teaching Marxism and Building
I Ir utation
753-19111
arid Sports Dept.. .....
raised by the faculty, they certainly
should not be raised by- politicians
While dissatisfaction with progmatism
By F J L Blasuigame. M.D
by many liberal professors has
renewed interest in the comprehensive
A registered Jersey cow, Echo
dogma of the Marxists, there is little
You'll Do, owned by G. B. Scott of
Murray, has three offspring which have
exceeded by more than two times the
butterfat production of the average
dairy cow in the United States, acries or so-called junk
beverages in lunchrooms,
cording to the announcement from the
foods. No dependable MI- the next mealtime and ez
recreation 'rooms and
American Jersey Cattle Club.
entific evidence exists that peviences weakness, head- other
school facilities influ-,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Toy L.
such foods (rich in sugars ache, lassitude and irrita;
ences . directly the food
Phillips, age 54.
and other carbohydrates) bility. As I have often
'of - the students,
Mrs. 011ie Barnett, Mrs.,G. C. Ashactually cause abnormal pointed out, such symp- habits
effort should be exEvery
with'
toms
may
interfere
craft, and Mrs. Roy Farmer are new
behavior or ftwenite (1elinthe attention of the student tended to encoiirpge stu'officers of the Mw-ray Neighborhood
quency.
' dents to adopt afki: enjoy.
The main criticism is to his or her schoolwork.
Girl Scout Council.
good food
.
habits. The
As pointed out in a recoL.,_
_that an_escess_a_ siji_...t)

Back

10 Years Ago

Bible Thought

20 Years Ago

30 Years Ago

Junk Foods„ielt Schoi91

Q: Mrs. A. N. writes
about a possible health
problem that is not personal, but concerns her children and many others in
their local schools. She
reports that junk foods and
drinks are freely available
to the students through
..ealii-operaterl, machines.
-. whkee•-esesdidsltiNe$811-"Poloffl
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GOICE

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems-fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Beardlike, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 4S381, You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-address envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I read an article ifi the
April issue of Moneyworth magazine
about a discount on U. S. postage
stamps that is available to senior
citizens. Can you tell me where I can
get information on this program?-S. Z.
There was a postage discount
available to senior citizens last year:.through the Hillcrest Branch of the
State Mutual Savings & Loan Assn. in
San Diego, Calif. But a spokesman for
the Hillcrest Branch teld Heartline the
discount no longer is in effect, When the
branch opened last year, it offered the
25 per cent discount to senior citizens
for a book of 23 13-cents stamps, but the
discount was not advertised and was
good only 'for a six-month ,period as an
incentive plan to attract new
depositers. Jeffrey Nisbet, Moneyworth
editor, said the magazine has had
numerous request for information
about the discount. A spokesman for the
U. S. Postal Service said such an offer
is not available in any area.-for senior
citizens or anyone else.
HEARTLINE: My father has always
been working under the Railroad
Retirement System. He has never
worked at all in a job covered by Social
_Necurity Isly_fatheraliele_years _oldthis week and he says he does not feel
like working much more. How old does
he have to be to retire under the
Railroad Ftetiremenf System-e R.
To be eligible for a hash- Railroad
-Retirement annuity a Pram -must
have at least 10 years (120 Months) of
railroad service. An employee with at
least 10 years of railroad service can
retire at age 65 and receive a full annuity, or can be eligible for a reduced
pension(up to 20 per cent) between the
ages of 62 and 64. In additon to this,
employees who retire after June 1974
with 30 years of service can receive a
full annuity at age 60 without any
reduction for early retirement.
Your father could possibly receive a
supplemental annuity if he has at least
25 years (294 months) of creditable
railroad service and a current connection the the railroad industry.
HEARTLINE: My husband is 66
years old. He started to draw his Social
Security benefits when he was 65 years
old. I am presently 61 yesys old. I will
ben in June and I plan edraw Social,
Security wife's benefits because I have

ATVs-4 worked uadw Social Security at
all. Can you tell me how much of his
Social Security that I can receive?-K.
F.
The Social Security benefit for a wife
who starts drawing on her husband's
work record is 75 per cent of one-half
her husband's unreduced benefit. This
figures out to 37.5 percent of his
unreduced benefit.
This age 62 benefits is a reduction of
what a wife who starts receiving
benefits at age 65 would get. A wife at
age 65 receives 50 percent of her
husband's unreduced benefit. The
percentage for a wife starting at age 63
Is 83.4 per cent of one-half of her
husbands's unreduced benefit.
A wife who starts drawing benefits at
a reduced amount at- age 62,63, or 64
does not get a raise when they turn 65.
They must continue on this reduced
benefit for as long as they draw Social
Security wife's benefits.
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Today In History
Today ialArday, May 15, the 135th
day of 1978. There are 230 days left in
the--year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, the Netherlands
surrendered to Germany in World War • ).
"On this date:
In 1571, Moscow was burned by the
'Thulars.
In 1602, Cape Cod was discovered by
the English navigator Bartholomew
Gosnold.
In 1767, Genoa sold the island of
Corsica to France.
In 1862, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture was established by
Congress.
In 1918, the first regular air mail
service began between New York,
Philadelphia and Washington.
In 1924, Congress passed a bill putting
immigration into the United States on a
quota system based on nationality.
• Ten years ago: Tornadoes hit an 11state area of the Midwest and South,
kating at least 70 people and injuring
about 1,000.
Five years ago The Nixon administration's Indochina policy suffered a setback as the House '
Appropriations Committee voted
unanimously to cut off all hinds for

RrosRect

year ago: The
of food
- — -Smoky.Atouniaina-Notieital-Pavis-iehowerfasrentrsb ttirp
are accompanied by Milton Walston
be the lowest in five years worldwide.
and William Miller.
-birthdays 7 Secretary of
Mrs. Codie Taylor was elected as
Health, Education and Welfare Joseph
president of the Harris Grove
Cailannis 47 years old. Actor Jaime,
Homema)ters Club which was
Mason is 89.
organized at her home on May 12 Mrs
Thought for today: No man will ever
S I Futrell is vice-president and Mcs
bring out of the presidency the
Rex Brown is secretary-treasurer.
reputation whteh carries him into it - President Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1826.
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Palkoska Named Murray State
Recipient Of Marshall Award

1 Lega Not.t•at
Ft. Benning, Ga., and the
been named the Murray State George C. Marshall Reserve
NOTICE
University reainient of the Officers - Training Corps - ROTC advanced camp at Ft.
.
Riley, Kan., during the CREDITORS
Award in recognition of
summer
of 1977.
ROTC
leadership within the
Crossword Puzzler
He also recently completes1 The following estate
program.
the Department of the Army%
fiduciary appointments
DOWN
The award is being given for
ACROSS
newly-approved Air Assault
1 Land mea1 Simian
have been _made in the
the first time this year by the
sure
4 Coniunction
School at Ft. Campbell, and
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Calloway District Court.
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As a Marshall ROTC Award
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3 for $1.19

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good tarsi

May 31, 1978

ing lik•
new.

Call
us today.
nvrareets

The City of Murray is requesting bids on a compact loader-backboa- to be used in the city
cemetery. A copy-of the specifications may be
obtained at the City Clerk's Office loacted at the
corner of 5th & Poplar. Bids will be accepted instil 12:00 noon May 25, 1978. The City of Murray
reserves the right to reject any and all bida.

Legal Notice
A final settlement of
'accounts has been filed
in the.Calloway District
Court by Notie Bell
AdWashburn,
ministratrix, of the
estate of Vadie Dixon
Parker, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before May
24, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W.Shea, Clerk
by Leah Workman,DC

00:

$1.99

Bring any number You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone'l Cleaners
Coupon Good thru

2 Notice

sTONATO PLANTSt•

Shirley's

Modem1Mr!'---.0P-

>538944

Igif &Ai
North 12th
603 main

hints .1

FILM,rustOHS
CUIERIS,FUMES
,

Artoraft Studios

Maass
hue.1216
P.,.
Mhos at sow O..

Almond colored 21 Cu.
ft., frost free, textured
steel. 2 door side_ by
side $519.00
Harvest Gold, 20 cu.
ft., 2 door, side by side
4486.64
Harvest Gold, 21.8 cu.
ft., 3 door,$508.38
White, 18 Cu. ft., textured steel door,
freezer across top.
$408.79
Harvest Gold, 15 Cu.
ft., 2 door, freezer
across top. $353.16
IN STOCK NOW

Montgomery
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center —753-1984

lutiq lor tkt Whitt

Ron Talent
Wayne Wilson
Shirley Wilford
153-3283-Anytime

Put your worries aside and put
4.. your faith in the

WANT ALDO --

Call 1531916
ONE OF THE. WORST
THINGS THAT CAN HAPPEN
TO A PERSON IS TO
KNOW HIS OWN OESTtNi?

MY
PLACE
IS IN
AWFUL
SHAPE

WHAT
A

DUMP

0IPS UMW Festre Syftissir Inc

THEN YOU ALREADY
HAVE YOUR NAME
ON A DOOR

BOSS. I THINiK
I SHOULD NAVE
MY NAME ON
THE DOOR

,
UR Pal OM

REFRIGERATORS.

Ida libitb int mat

A SECURITY GUARD.
I TOLG' YOUR I3055,
PR.HENRY,,YOU NEE.I
PROTECTION.

iNgriar

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

Garen Center

SELF-LIQUIDATING
OYSTER CREEK, N.J. lAP- The nation's first large-scale
commercial nuclear plant for
generating electricity has say ell
the utility's customers mc,'
money thah the original cost
the plant.
The -650-megawatt nuelf,'
generating station, placed
operation here in 1969, Cost '
million to build. The saving- fuel ,costs since that time,
compared with the cost of
comes to'Strut $300 Million, rf'•
ports William G„Kuhap, cayman of General Public Utilities
Corporation, owner of the plant
here.
Fast Film Service
t 111 Discount

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES ,

(5)
Legal Notice
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in-ffeCilloiriay District
Court
by
Mary
Allbritten, Executrix, of
the estate of Bulah
Dixon, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before May
24, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W.Shea, Clerk
by Leah Workman,DC

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED

back
looking
and feel-

Sandone

Maude Miller, 1612
Farmer Avenue,
Murray, Ky., Dec'd,
Ophie Lee Steele, 17th
Street, Murray, Ky.,
Executor
Jackson
Ray
Buckingham, Dec'd,
1123 Circarama Drive,
Murray, Ky.; David C.
Buckingham, P. 0. Box
618, Murray, Ky., Administrator
Margaret Koertner,
Dec'd, 1631 College
Farm Rd., Carol Anne
Koertner Milcez, 817 S
1st Streft, Mayfield,
Ky., Executrix
Dimple Orr Jones, Dec'd,
Box 95, Hazel, Ky.,
Marelle—Om--13-ox 95;
Hazel, Ky., Executrix
Minnie - Lamb, Dec'd,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Ky. Ola Winchester, 901 N. 16th
Street, Murray, Ky.,
Administrator
Franches W.Shea,Clerk
by Leah Workman,DC

III

Q. What if.P.want to cash in
the first three months of 1978
topped $2.1 billion, up 4 per- the bonds early?
ceiii-from the firtit quarter of - A. You must hold Series E
1977. The first-quarter total bonds for at least two months.
was the highest since the War After that, you can cash them
in at most banks and many
Bond drive of 1945.
savings institutions. You
other
A study conducted for the
Treasury 'Department last must provide proof of
year by the Survey Research ownership. You also can
Center at the University of exchange Series E bonds for
Michigan showed that 35 Series H bonds which can be
percent of all families redeemed at face value at any
questioned owned Savings time six months after the issue
Bonds. The study also showed,
Q. Can I keep them after
however, that most people are
unfamiliar with the value of they reach maturity?
A. Yes. Both Series E and H
their investment. Only 15
percent of those polled said_ bonds may be held for at least
they knew the annual interest 710 years eter their original
rate on the bonds and less than maturity date and you will
memory....and around every bend or over every- 15
percent gave the right keep getting interest at the
hill, Kentucky's charm and beauty call.
answer — 6 percent when the annual rate of 6 percent.
Q. Many investments offer
bonds are held to maturity.
To help you learn more tax breaks. What about
All Kentucky is a playground for all about Savings Bonds, here, in Savings Bonds?
Kentuckians, and for a large part of the nation as, question and answer form,are A. They provide several tax
advantages. The interest you
well. But even native Kentuckians discover new some of the basics:
Q. What kind of Savings earn is subject to federal
and wondrous attractions, almost in their own. Bonds are sold today?
income tax, but is exempt
backyards! Let us show it to you A. Series E and Series H. from state and lord) income
Series E bonds are sold at a levies. In addition, with Series
discount and can be redeemed E bonds, you can defer your
Travel
at face value when, in five federal taxes until you acDepartment of Public Information
years, they reach maturity. tually cash in the bonds.
Q. What about buying bonds
Right
Frankfort, KY 40601
.
There
are
- ▪In my children's names?
- A. Another potential tax
'break since the tax due in-any
given year is unlikely to exceed the child's exemption.
The first year you do this,
however, make out an income
tax form for your child,listing
the interest earned. This
establishes your intent to pay
Q. Where can I buy Savings
Bring any number. You must present this
Bonds?
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
A. Series E bonds can be
Boone's cleaners.
bought at most banks
other savings institutions
1978
through a Payroll Savings
Plan run by your employer.
Series H bonds are sold by
Federal Reserve Banks and
their branches and the Bureau
of the Public Debt, Securities
You'll enloy the extra
Transactions Branch,
closet spare at home.
Washington, D.C.,20226.
Sanitone dryclean
311 your garments and protect them
with our
guaranteed

1 Legal Notice
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NOTICE

lIl
WIWI
2 - NMI IIIUU A
denominations, ranging in
By LOUISE COOK
11144 IIII Associated
III HIM
value
Press Writer 'pride from $18.75 (face
value
48
WINO ill
Sales of U.S. Savings Bonds $25), to $7,500 (face
bonds,
in
H
Series
$10,000).
pace,
1.54 11 are growing at a steadyarray
iiilill al
of denominations from $500 to
increased
the
despite
WI ill other investment op- $10,000, are sold at face valike.
all III All
is paid semiannually
illAill iiIIIIII1111'portunities for consumers. Interest
reach maturity
bonds
the
and
The Treasury Department
uuu.MI MI reports
Savings Bond sales in in 10 years.

in our
closet.

i Legal Notice
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PUT IT IN THE
2 Notice
************

2 Notice

2 Notice

FOR RESULTS
6 Help wanted
LAD .4; 18 Do SURVEY
work 3-- 4 hours Per day
from own home. This
can be a permanent
position for a mature
person. Write to: T. M.
Lancaster, 203 N. Lake
Street, Paris, Tenn.
38242.

WILL HIRE 8
UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
WATCH FOR
*
No experienced required,
but must be willing to
learn. Complete training
* YOU'LL LOVE
Pay for selected
efr.i.pucttntS. 11:25 years
IT'
school
high
* old
owns soon
•
*
graduates only. Learn
SALESPERSON FOR
At***********4 welding, machine shop
downtown retail stare.
other
skills,
or
Full and Apart time,
News Socfery en vocational-technical -- -Experience desired. lilt
WHAT WE do bet*Is
Sports
753- 1 9 18
skills in our schools,
care. Needline. 7534333.
will train. In applying
Retail Display adgood
while
pay
a
you
we
give
name, sex, marital
vertising 753-1919.
salary, $397-460 per
status in own handBIBLE FACTS INC.Classified 4)isplay.
month. .Very desirable
writing. Apply, to'"O.
_
Cteresified7. . • Cie-- Timothy ?;16 atiora,
schbol openings in July
Box 264X.
scripture is given by
culotion and ttfe
August. 30-day vacation
inspiration of God, and
thrsrrress Office mcry
part
flrSt year. Excefferit HOUSEKEEPER
is profitable for doobe reached on 753time. Must be able to
advancement
optrine, for reproof. for
1916 and 753,1917.
assist
with
small
portunities. To Make an
correction, for inchildren.' References
appointment for instr-uction
in
required. Call 753-0763.
terview call William
Why
FOR _WATKINS .righteousness;"
1502)753-6439..
Yeager
not
read
your
inProdticts.
Contact
THE NAVY. ITS NOT
1978
Holman Jones, 217 South • struction book, The Holy
JUST A JOB, ITS AN
Bible
for
God's
docTIME FOR
13th.. phone 753-3128
ADVENTURE.
trine! For Bible answers'
A CMANGE
Was 1977 really a successful
or study call w759..4600

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger it Times
Departments
Are As Follows

ALLISON'S

If You
Need Them:
Fee ... .. • 151441
Police
, 153-1421
Wu
753WIWI.-... 753-9332
llorpld---- At
EMMY ••• -'. .. 1534131
Amon
Wale. -"
153.325

•BEODING PLANTS.

Check
Your
Ad

Shirley's
Garden Center
753 8944

6 Help Wanteo
, WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

CillintiSliell -'
Cite •
...194922

Pam es;Ii
.
oi . . l9-1588
.
Jhodliostows Is bal
.153.3289

tocia1
' Concerns

i

Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
COLOtt PORTRAITS,
b,ring us Ours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 12.40. Fast serviee,_Artcraft, 118 South 12th... _
7.534035. -Free parking
lot, use our rear eittrance.

ro.

-Adv•rfis•rs
or.
rotsmood to "thock fhb
• ods far
ffrif Insertion
corr•ction
This
newspaper swill
bo
responsible for only one
,ncorriect insertion ANY
SHOULD
BE
ERROR
IM
REPORTED
MEDIATELY SO. PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTTFV
US PiPOMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

Shirley's
Garden Center

10 Business Opportunit,
Sas opening for a
swing
manager
trainee. Must be 18 or
older. Must be able to
work weekends. No
phone calls. Apply in
person'only.

COMPLETE LINE of
upholstery equipment
and supplies Commerical machine and all
other equipment needed
to start your own
upholstery business.
Call 492-8307.
12 Insurance

---1
We have the right
tool for your job at
Storks
Hardware,
12th and Poplar.

•GtRRANIUms•

year for you' Does your
present 'oh offer all the opportunity you want' If your
sins* IS no, you will be interested ut the opportunity we
offer Too may have been
driving a truck, irsfinne.-in a
factory, setting oats- aervices, teaching itclool, or
doing 101 other things people
de to earn a Wag -put pee
are dissatidietislikpow job.
yow law inomesonlbepeople
you wort wills. We bine an
opening for "one perm In
the local area. Our selection
will be based upon an unbiased personelipterview that •
will tell NS MIrim it you are
suita
you are
ttla amsost
he "ser bssine.yon l. be
ll
will
01110011111* NNW and may
h eedseioningo et sue to 5400
pit.anal inda-11034411/103 and
ask for Dan Roman.
AwelIlosienlietemswr

.753 8944

REMINDER

Wda
El
Te KY. DANCE
FARMERS OF WEST
Studio looking for
prolelitionar--- KEN TU(K-YT-.;now
- have Group Excess
brafar
Medical
structor
for
Inavailable. . . Family
ternational' Style danrates under $80.00 per
cing. Must have 10 years
year. This plan is co• ballroom
teaching
.administered and entraining and theorydorsed by the Major
technique training in
Midwestern Livestock
International Ballroo
Exchanges. For inand Latin danctin
formation on this new
Prefer to have 10 yea s
group .insurance
experience. Guaranteed
program call or write to
20-hours a week at $4.00
BENNETT
an hour. Apply through
AND
ASSOCIATES,P.O. Box
Bureau for Manpower
946, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Services, 319 South 7th
Phone 759-1486.
Street, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.
14 Want To Buy

1978-79 City Auto Stickers, Business Privilege
License, Dog License and Motorcycle 1.icense
must be purchased prior to ihnso t,
th-ciedeeALL AROUND TIRE
to avoid a 10% penalty. License may be purwork. Above average
chased at the City Clerk's Office,..City. Hall
-4
'
pay, fringe bñefits
Building, 5th & Poplar Streets, from 8:00-5:00
hospitalization. If you
p.m. niched* the U.S. boor, Monday Thru
want to work, come see
Friday.
Max Keel,801 Coldwater
City of Murray
Rd. 7 am-5 p.m.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive-In.

INVITATION.TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council of the City of
Murray will accept bids to purchase a 1-ton
Truck with Utility Body for the use of the Murray
Natural Gas System. Specrifications are
available at the office of Murray National Gas
System. Andrus Drive, Murray, Ky. The bids are
to be delivered to Murray City Clerk, City Hall
Bldg., 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Ken-tucky, By 4:00 P.M. MAY 31, 1978. The will be
reviewed by ttie Public Works Canuruttee ano
recommended to the council for purchase. The
City Council reserves the right-to accept lowest
or best bid or to reject any or all bids. '

MATURE LADY TO keep
6 month old child in my
home, beginning August
16. References required
Call 753-9571.

WE BUY USED mobile
'homes. Top prices paid
----West
End
Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
1974 or 1975 VEGA or
similar. Call 759-1184,
WANTED TO BUY used
trampoline. Call 7537975.

15. Articles For Sale

SMOKE DETECTORS,' INTERNATIONAL
806
tractor, five 14" semi
nationally
adi,ertised
mounted plows. 12 ft.
brand. Battery operated
Krause disc. Call 753and included Rowland
3090.
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
TWO WHEEL TRAILER
with good tires, and
spare tire. $50. Call 436OR 8' 1-9'
GARAGP
practically new. AB
• hardware. $49. Call 75
1117 after 4 p.m.
caiftlit air
37,800 BTU conditioner. New. See
Dill Electrie,1334104 or
753-1551.
OAKS COUNTRY Club
membership for sale at
a reduced rate. Call 502826-0107 or write 956
Frontier Drive, Henderson, Ky. 42420. A
HUFFY RIDING mower.
8 h. p., 32". Call 753-8036.
FOUR DRAWER sewing
machine cabinet. $75.
*Call 753-6931. •
7 H. P. riding lawn
mower. Call 753-1556.
NEW OAK FRAME lose
seat with matching
chair and ottoman. End
table and coffee table to
match.
Will
sell
, separate. Also washer
and dryer. Call 753-5258.
When Yoe Think
Vslos...Think
-V- Iftptst
West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
541N.
/13-4471
IS Sewing
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
Meadows, South 16th
Street. !Aug - sell MY
entire
stock
of
Columbla-Minerva*4 ply
worsted weight and
sports weight yarns* ...
*-2 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits
and pattern books in
crewel and cotton
embroideries, latch
hook, needlepoint
knitting and crochet.
Stamped- -tablecloths,
napkins and guilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons cost of materials only.
Information call 7533855.
19 Farm Equipment

CULTIVATOR, 3 point
hitch, two row. Two
wheel utility trailer, 5 x
STRAWBERRIES. Will
48" high with tarp.
pick ourselves. Call 759- Call 753-1261.
4895 ask for Frank.
ONE CASE Baler, one
WANTED TO BUY on
MF hay rake. One hay
land contract 15 plus
conditioner, one 2 axle
acres. Partially wooded
steel trailer. Call 492preferred. Must' be
8159
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

19,

GOOD USED -ARIBIL.E
homes. Call 1427-8322.

19 Farm Equipment

32 Apartments For Rent

22 Mus,cal
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575.

TD18 INTERNATIONAL
dozer. Good candition.-_.
24. Miscellaneous
Call 1-898-3429.
APPALOOSA
mare.
wrecked 1973 Datsun,
NEW TANDEM atle
trailer. 18, long with r_
Black and Decker 8"
radial arm saw. Call 436dove tail,8' wide. Call 12118.
898-3429.
26 TV Radio
FOR SALE LATE model 2 row John Deere corn S1SSONS ZENITH May
Sale,25" color T. V. with
drill. Also new 3 point
_aotornatic
VAIN.' control
hitch, aluminum tank-and electronic tuner for
spray. Bought new last
1499.95 with trade. One
spring. Used very little.
year free service. We
Call 753-2987.
sell the best for less.
Sissons Zenith, Highway
BUSHEL
FIVE
94,
18 miles West of
SEEDER, fertilizer
Murray. Call 382-2174.
spreader, 3 point hitch,
heavy duty. Call 753-4951 D)N'T BE MISLED. We
after 5:30.
will not be undersold.
Your Zentih Dealer for
38 FERGUSON tractor,
Murray and Calloway
bushog and disc. All in
County, Tucker T. V.
good condition. Call 901Sales and Service, 1914
247-5296.
Coldwater Rd.
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call • 78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
489-2126.
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
MASSEY
FER-OtSON
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
Call 753-4641 days, 753,lk:
3724 after 5.
20. Sports Equipment
1977, JET BOAT, 19'
1972 TRAILER and or ot.
Apollo 454 Chevy. Call
Call 753-8113.
• 525-3984 days and' 3548065 nights.
12 x 14 ALL ELECERIC
18 SPEED boys bicycle.
--mobile home: Three
N$ in. Plywood, ping pang
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths,
table, standard size on
underpinning, straps
rollers with accessories.
and tie downs. Extra
Call 753-3730.
nice. Call 753-8563.
16' MARK TWAIN with
Mercury power tilt and
trim. $2,300 or best
.offer. Call 767-2355.

1972 12 it 152 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished, and air
condition. Storm straps,
underpinned. $5,100. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
753-3280 before 5.

BOAT REPAIRS. Former phototype engineer
41.110,_Ekeigke_4130at, FOR-REPFF, for sale or
Co. now located in
for leeee one 12 x 50
Murray, doing wood and
trailer.
Completely
fiberglass reptill:nithèdSB'B.Dill.
Bottom Painting. Call
Dill Trailer Court.
Bob Cook, 767-4386.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
1975 STRIKER bass boat. 12 X 60 Three bedroom, 2
Excellent
condition
bath.
Furnished.
Loaded with extras,
Available now through
Custom trailer. Call 753August. $150 month. Call
6345 nights, 753-6970 1-443-7366.
days.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
MUST SELL 277 Apollo •home. Shady Oaks
jet boat, one new, one
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford MOBILE HOMES and
engine, one equipped 454
mobile home spaces for
Chevrolet engine. With
rent, at Riviera Courts.
wart-linty. Edwards
Call 7534280.
Motor Co., E. Rh Street,
31 *ant lo Rent
Bentltn,.
,527-11116
NEEDED
days, 527-1814 nights./
DESPERATELY before
23 Eiterminating
May 20. Home in
country. Widow and 3
children. Call 753-5903

FREE

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Contrei
ice swot 1116
MOOS 753-1114
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

THREE TO FOUR
bedroom farm or city
home to rent. Call 7531250 ext. 218.

TWO
BEDROOM
apartment. 11
/
2 'blocks
from administration
bdg. Call -days 753-1953
nights 759-1713.

41 Pubk. Sale
anosawa...
AUCTION

SAT. MAY 20-10 AM
OUR EXDUE
PANSION FOR 1978
SEASON,
int= MOMS Wilidat

pa,

FOR RENT one bedroom

furnished
apartment.
1414 Vine St.
EFONE
ROOM
FICIENCY apartment
on Olive Street. Near
campus. Furnished. $85.
Call 753-4793.
WINCHESTER apartments 1 bedroom. 1628
West Main. See Apartment No. 10 after 5 p. in.
Call 753-0344 after 5. - -

z
Wank.

ow podioes,
Ws.Mem ran=rut;diet.sopplies,

Nomos-penibelt
sacleti
plumgases of bits,
bing, fixtures & supplies,
photo & Min equip , appliances, wagon, restaurant
equip , toys, air cond., canoes.
maiuwouins, wooden barrels,
.hit ties, large quaruuty foam
rubber otbermtsc. items

MaYiN_GSJILE _
•
Tweaks,
111,111711
10:00
- IMO
166.5 troll Ave.

3
HOUSE
FARM
bedrooms,good well and
garden.- Must have
references. Call 345-2205
or 345-2763.
HOUSE OR APARTMENT near downtown
Murray. Call • 753-4109.

WREN
a acre
landsca
numer
shrubs..
with 24
4 nice

meg

FURNISHED 1 or1 2
married
bedroom,
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apt. S.
16th, 753-6609.
DUPLEX
2 bedroom,
range, refrigerator,
washer dryer hookup,
carpet, Call 753-8096.
34 Houses For Rent

LOCAT
tree3 bedr
home j
your
carpet
home
dining
and a
Priced
Phone
REAL
come
venientl
in the
Building
all you
needs.

AllIIIUCK 111111101Y
an 10110's town-Benton-Ky

Household goods,
clothing, toy's, odd
and ends, etc.
Not Responsible
for Accidents

MOM

baths...
today
forrnati
stand
LORE
REAL

43 Real Estate
Waldrop Realty
'In Business
Since 1956753-5646
ACRE LOTS for rent ar
sale. $30 per month. City .
water and sewage. ,
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of • Murray, Call
- •
753-3745.

1•2

Stem.space
*

For Rent

PALAMINO saddle 'rse
gelding. Three years
old, and gentle. Call 4374691.

r

LOTS FOR SALE Lake
view lots in restricted
subdivision ' at 1973
prices. Central water
•('all 436-2473.

Insgrang
Sorrthsi

7
THE
SHOW..
chang
this lo
home. 3
den wi
utility
News
your
the 30
JOBS R
1492.

WANTED HORSES to
board on 75 acres. For
more information call
474-2754.

CO-0cElf

SPANIEL
PUPS for sale. Call
4603.

WANT'TO BUY male red
miniature Dachshund or
chihuahua
male
Needed badly as pet for
crippled girl whose dog
was ran over. Call 7594895 ask for Frank.
40 Produce
TOMATO PLANTS
FOR SALE
AUF 1:00- 2:30 P. M.
Calloway Ca.. N. S.
Greenbooso

V PICK
COLLEGE FARM rd
STRAWBERRIES
7 A. M. daily. One
mile
West
of
Calloway High.

32 Apartments For Rent
UNFURNISHED
apartment for rent. Two
bedrooms, carpeted.
$165 month. Call 7537168

753-4498

"ProtsessonalServices
WithTherriendly Touelr

New Listing-6 room, 3
bedroom home in extra good condition.
Has tobacco barn
(dark fire base), 3
sheds and 2 pump
houses. 9 acres of furtile tendable land-all
fenced. Located only
11
/
2 miles from Murray
on black top road. Just
129,000 Act fast on this
one. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
•
- THIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park ares
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
a
portion
of the
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531

THE B
WORL
cornfor
located
County baths, f
walk-ou.
••-app
Let us
one! IA)
REAL

'Prof
With The

We ha
farm
waiting
No. 18
fenced.
bath b
central
entry
oben,
with fi
beamed
carpo
storage
stock
right.
Real

,

."

We Spray Your Lawn For Weeds And
Fertilize At The Sante Time
Call Us Today

AGRI PRODUCTS

753-3000

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
OPPORTUNITIES IN

Mini
or 14'
large
house

15 Articles For Sale
INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council or the City of
Murray will accept bids to purchase a Wheel
Type Loader-Backhoe Tractor for the Murray
Natural Gas System. Specification may be
picked up at the Murray Natural Gas System,
Andrus Drive, Murray, Kentucky Bid should be
submitted to the City Clerk, City Hall Building
5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky no
later than 4:00P. M., May 31, 1978, The City
reserves the right'toaccept the lowest or best bid
or to reject any or all bids.
s

1*

FINISH
CARPENTER
and. caxpenter helper.
Do • not. apply on
Saturday..Custom Built,
753-0964

HELP WANTED
tor

Has opening for new
employees full time
or part time, male or
female for day and
nights. Must be able
to work weekends, no
others need apply.
No phone calls. Must
be 18 or older. Apply
in person only.

NJE:

I
•
WAAL.. WAST.1611.-,

Am...shift work
ks.:"
er
d-sli
!
r ises
n11C -15.1
10•-• fe
RN aid irigrAtirlifitiThrifire?frfiff'
ftetirable.
night shift.
Apply in
eriIon cnyinote
p
-plaza;
Clerk Typist 7 Excellent typist-I/Mk genewsi-,,
11141
Enp
“
11
1"041119.too4

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-1551.
FREEZER BEEF Choice
grain fed-aged beef..
Front quarter,79 cents a
pound,•whole or half 89
cents,' a pound, hind
quarter, 99 'cilltits
pound haring. weight.

Sure you can do what everyone else does...

' but why should you?
Bell Helicopter Internotionol hos immediate openings
in IRAN for ambitious incirr'duals. We ore.seeking people
-fie•
establishment of their Army Aviation The Following
positions are available,
• HELICOPER MECHANICS • AIRCRAFT MECHANICS
• DYNAMIC COMPONENT MECHANICS• AVIONICS
TECHNICIANS• ARMAMENT REPAIRMEN• AIRCRAFT
FIRE CONTROL 1MiNICIANS • REtORDS CLERKS

e
-f_t_RLI1A FT 1.1iHRTC A L -/TNSPECTOR • PROpuCtION tat4tliOt &TM(
14Vtriervulfreittfttnitik iwrrresotsretr srPo
14-1,
Meal Procollathlt- 642-

not ref

purnv:mabapiesi

training'desirable.
Excellent fringe benefits and pay with growing
company. Send confidential resume to P. 0. Box
321, Murray, Ky.
ual Opportelnity FildploYor

SS GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

Murray Road.
AMBITIOUS
people
looking for full or part' SCRAP CANDY and log
rolls, $1.00-$1.50 per
time opportunity. Expotmd. 7 to 5 daily Ity
cellent profit sharing
('andy Co Almo.
plan. Call 759-1370.

BLOCK BUILDERS• MATERIAL BONDERS
.QuOlifirehent ,ncl,,d toad isoduaround in either mailers, Or
trointng is deurabie set the matntenon<ri areas The ability 86
from on 0 one wane or one toporson bolts ts required

8111 offers •scellent compensation ond benefit programs es well
as relocation and transportation rtspenies Additionally, we offer
o heerewsp supple...1mA and-coss-of-lorare9-saswawes, Writ praetor
on4ntensw e tronsmon rows. for most of the 44or• pouttons
pr those with chiklren, 8111 has opportunthes es mato& cities
,in Iron with good schoohng and medico' foc'thties and for those
without children
remote osugnmients watt odditionol bonus
incerittres

-

Carrell

-

Higinv

Will
chand•
when
niture,
tables,
boxes

FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION, direct tour,
comalporsclonto tri corifidonce to.

dor

I.

•

""'"'tWr""ttit--;7.4waimoolert••

Bell Helicopter International_ _vete-0112ra Dratill,firacttoccl.TX .?6021
EMI 111111wisgeteir TEXTRON
An e•.., OPPerrlynity [molar,. 140/1"

ft. rr

C

I 011....

iron te
and
tric Fll
format
-
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43 Real Estate

ON
LOCATED ON A QUIET, SIXTEEN ACRES for
tree-shaded street is this
sale by owner, rolling
3 bedroom Erick ranch
woodland near Kenhome just waiting for
tucky -Lake. Over 500 ft
your family. Fully
frontage on county road.
carpeted
Can be financed. 436throughout,
home has living room,
2473.
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
TNE NELSON SIM
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222----or-CO. NEKTONcome by our con1511-11117
veniently located office
Uncle Jeffs See* Calder
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
NEW LISTING Near
needs.
Kentucky Lake. Large
year-around home in
SERENE SE'rlING-Over
wooded setting. Apa acre of beautifully
proximately 2700 square
landscaped
property,
feet of living area in the
numerous trees and
impressive home with
shrubs...A large *home
walk-out
basement.
with 24 X 14 living room,
Central heat and air, 2
4 nice bedrooms, family
fireplaces with
room and rec room, 2
heatalator, extra 2-car
baths.. Sun Deck.. Call
garage with boat shed
today for more inand workshop, large
'formation on this outscreened back porch
standing
home. and quality construction
LORETTA
JOBS
throughout. Priced in
REALTORS, 753-1492,
the 60's and worth it!
Phone
KOPPERUD
THE BEST-OF-TWOREALTY, 753-1222. for
WORLDS.,.' large
all your real estate
comfortable
home
needs.
located on 8 acres in
County -4 bedrooms, 21"2
baths, family room plus
Spann Rea
walk-out basement
"Year Rey People
...approx. 5500 sq: Ft.
In Reel Estate"
Let us show you this
153-7724
Mernry, Ey.
101 Sycamore
one! LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, Z53-1.492
SEVERAL TRACTS OF
land 17 to 31 acres,
Pardon,& Thurman
located 6 to 15 miles
Insurance & Real Estate from Murray. $850 acre
S outhside Court Squore
by owner. Call 753-9773
Mowery, Kentucky
after 4:30.

110IY
ton-Ky
140 AM

R EXIR 1978
MetOa

iliggri
per
supplies,
ADrestaurant
ltdP-.
41., canoes,
en barrels,
tutity foam
gems .

ALE
4,1111
e•N1
goods,
y's, odd
Belida
*eh

for rent or
with. City
sewage.
es, 3 miles
rray. Call

49 Used Cars & Trucks

43 Rea! Estate
NEW LISTING
Three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick
ranch home built in 1976.
Central electric heat
pump, attached garage,
lovely kitchen with all
built-ins
and
attractively decorated
throughout. Priced at
$35,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all your Heal
Estate Needs.

1967 FORD new tires.
Call 437-4218 after 5.
1974 FORD Capri. God
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
p.m.
1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air, AMFM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
50 Campers

51 Services Offered
JANDR Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined _
pants. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms
and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

51. Services Offered
PROFESSIONAL
window cleaner, private
homes, offices, store
fronts, etc. 20 years
experience. Call 901-7825981.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
,

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.'
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

51. Services Offered
BLOWN
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
tree
for
estimates.
DO YOU need, stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Its, FRANKLIN
' _Sears 753-7210 for free
TRAVEL trailer and SEPTIC
estimates.
TANK PUMI'
hitch, 19'. Self con_ PING_ Resid•ntial and
0MI Unread itsature Syndicali:TIC 5:7S
tained. Call 4892457.WATCH AND CLOCK 'MITCHELL
commercial. Rex Camp
repair. Call 759-1231..„,,
BLACKTOPPING
753-5933. .
TRUCK CAMPER. for
sealing, patching •
long or short bed truck. NEED
NSERVE ENERGY
TREES
or
SAID t MIGHT HAVE Stove,
striping. For free
air condition,
nd SAVE. $$ by Inor
cut
shrubbery
estimates call 753-1537.
Profeasamoi Services
R
OVERRUw
A
COST
FO
icebOx. Call 437-4573
sulating now!! Blown
trimmed? Call George
With The Friendly rowsafter
4
p.m.
46 Homes for Sale
cellulose and foam-inLandoll, 753-4707.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
ANY KIND OF hauling in
Here Is An Opplace ureaformaldehyde
city or county. Call 759your
•
own
portunity-To
NEW DUIP.LEX near
WHfTES CAMPER LICENSED ELECinsulation. Free
1247 or 753-9685.
own farm.- 66 acre
completion. Luxurious
1966 DODGE 2 ton truck.
SALES - Your friendly
estimates.
Na-.
TRICIAN and gas infarm with 3 bedroom.
throughout, both sides
Two speed axle. 318
Starcraft
Travel
dealer.
obligation.
KY-TENN
stallation
do
will
with
-house
WE DO MASONRY
house, well
have cathedral ceiling in
engine. Call 753-3090.
trailers, pop ups, used
INSULATION
INC.,
plumbing heating and
_electricity and water,
WORK. Anything in
living
room
and
campers and toppers.
Route 7, Box 258,
sewer cleaning. Call 753stable, tobacco barn,
brick or block. No job
bedrooms. Carpeted
1972 OLDS 98, full power
All at discount prices.
Murray Ky. 42071 5027203.
pond and apple trees
too big or tbo small Call
through, Western cedar
and air, best offer. See
Complete line of parts
435-4527.
gives an opprtunity for
Henry Tenn, 243-4651.
on
outside.
Lowered
Jimmy McCuan, 247- . and accessories. We ALL TYPES backhoe and
productive country
living raft floors,
0470.
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
service what we sell.
living. Boyd-Majors
septic tank work. Fiele
MIDDLE AGE woman
located on large corner
and thick throseal to
Open Monday-Saturday,
Real Estate, 105 N. 12.
tile lines installed, 2o
will do babysitting in my
lot. Must be seen. to
masonary walks. Free
1971 CHEVY NOVA. • 7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
years
experience.
home. Will keep 6 week 7
appreciate.a 753-4449
Estimates. Call 753-6878
-Extranice,./tereo,sadio
12:30 until6 p.m. East 94
Licensed through Health
months or 3 years up.
RENTAL PROERTY after 5.p.m: for apor 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
and tape player. Good
Highway 4 miles from
Department. Call Rex
Also will do general _
GOOD INVESTMENT
pointment.
tires and good gas., Murray. Call 753-0605.
_
_
_
Camp, 753-5933.
housecleaning.
Call 73- •
--- Don't nibs oid on thisEXPERIENCED MAN
mileage. New battery.
5030.
1
2
CUSTOMIZED
van,
6
1977
great rental property. IIIREE BEDROOM, 2/
will do interior wood
$1250. Call 437-4719.
PIANO TUNING and
bath brick fireplace, 2
cylinder. Good gas
House is divided into 2
working finish carrepair.
Joe
Jackson
Call
car garage, 2400 _sq. ft.;
apartments with
mileage. Call 759-4982
pentry, and cabinet
1973 CADILLAC, white
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
utility room, built in
after 5:30.
another garage apartfinishing. Call 435, hite vin y
four door,
kitchen, great room
ment also. Gas heat is
EXPERIENCED interior--- 4-11-0top. Brown leather in- Western Ky. Travel
Plenty closets. Less
an economic feature;
and exterior painters____
tenor,with all the ex- Trailer Sales and Serthan a year old. Central
large 85 x 351 lot•With
MOBILE HOME
'ANCall 759-1228.
tras. Call 753-5561.
QUALIff-SERVId
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
heat and air. North on
lots of nice trees. Phone
CHORS, underpinning
Company
Inc. Air con502-522Call
Cadiz, Ky.
121. Low 40's Phone 489KOPPERUD REALY,
awnings, carports and
BEAUTIFY your home
dition sales and ser1965
FORD
,8507.
4
2
F-100
ton
2749.
753-1222 for more inroofs sealed. Call Jack
with lightweight easy-tovice. Modern sheet
truck, good mechanical
formation.
753-4451
753-1873 after 5
Glover
install
Eldorado
Stone.
METAL
POP up camper.
TWO STORY house on 5
metal
department.
condition,
tires.
new
1111111111111111MMINIIMINI11110111111111111
DON'T MISS OUT on this
p.m. or weekends.
No costly footings or
acres. Seven miles
Larry
Wisehart,
Call 753-1540 after 5 Reasonably priced. Call
farm in Kirksey area.
foundations. 100 percent
753-1556.
South on 121. 3500 sq.
LAKE
LAKE
President.
THE
p.m.
Phone 753or
after
753-9935
8
100 acres all fenced only
BASEMENT
AND
fireproof
masonary
ft. Call 436-2118.
SHOW... enjoy the
9290.
a.m. Truck may be seen
CONCRETE
$69,500. Mini farms
block
product. Less than the
36" TOPPER for long
changing season from
at 1709 Magnolia.
building. Sealed and
available in Brooks
cost of natural stone.
NEW HOME FOR SALE
wheel base truck. Light,
this lovely lake view
54 Free Column
Chapel & Hwy. 1346
_painted. Call
C.
Use
for
interior
or
ex
in
Canterbury
Estates.
curtains,
roll out winhome. 3 bedroom brick,
1946 , CHEVROLET
Russell
area. Nelson Shroat Co.,.
436-2149.
tenor.
BEAUTIFUL 7An
excellent
FREE
doThree bedroom, 2 bath,
den with fireplace, large
Fleetmaster 4 door. dows. Call 753-9382 after
Realtors,759-1707.
it-yourself
week
puppies. Solid
project
or
old
we
2
garage
with
car
utility or hobby room.
Excellent
original bp. m.WET BASEMENT? we
will install. Buy direct
black. Part Labrador.
after
Call
Country
area.
storage
onnespilere
yet
eel,
Now's the time to make
117N..npU0-11N400
condition. Sealed bids
make wet basements
from
our factory.
Have been wormed. Call
_ ofastas free tenet Thine le
5, 753-1358.
truck
your move...Priced in
only. Send to P.0. Box - 0' CABOVER
dry, work completely
Adsk
en&
mods.
Amble
753-5923 or 753-0093.
Timber-Lodge
Stone
and_
tamper.
Self
contained
The -3011- LORETTA-7"
guaranteed. Call or
&8, Murray. Can be seen
led backyard. Carpet ever
BEDROOM
Fireplace, 706 . N.
THREE
Nice. Best reasonable
JOBS REALTORS, 753at Ryan ST.
lererteed in Wee Rom end
write Morgan Con1617
bath.
Market
FREE TWO lovely cats,
Street,
house,
Paris,
1
offer. Call 753-1566 or
1492.
IMO. largo Li II Mester BR.
struction
Co., Route 2
Rd.
Tenn.
Phone
Farm
energetic and friendly.
38242.
College
901753-4599.
TIle
Immediate
lath.
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
642-1328.
Call 753-8761,
$30,000. Call 753-7909.
possession. Only 534,500._
527-1468 ai 753962S
1969 FIREBIRD con- 51 Services Offered
42001. Phone day or
05104E k C04f 1400 E 4
vertible.
Power
night 442-7026.
FOUND-NEEDS GOOD
lltes wasioni brick nal seal
COUNTRY HOME and 4
BYARS BROTHERS & FOR' YOUR septic tank
steering, brakes and a ir
hems is located oily minutes
home, small red Cocker
acres, outbuildings,
and
backhoe
work
SON
FOR
General
home
INSULATION
HAVE PROPERTY TO
Asking $1200 Call 753from Murray. Naar,'3 large
Spaniel on 3rd Street.
fenced. On black top.
needs. Also septic tank
remodeling,
needs.
Call
framing,
Jackson
bedrooms*
with huitt, living
SELL? if you've been
6229.
Call 492-8130 after 5 p.
One mile from Puryear.
cleaning. Call John
aluminum siding and
Purchase Insulation,
room, ening ream, family
thinking of selling why
m. or 753-8243.
days
Call
901-642-3352,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
row
with
firs***
gutters.
end
hit759-1820.
Call
1-354-8951
not give us a call? You'll
1970 CATALINA Pontiac
nights 901-247-3980.
436-5348.
ches tnet Maeda a ceremic
or
1-362-4895.
convertible
receive
Power
friendly,
top nape with self-cleat °wee
steering, brakes and air.
courfe-ous service and
THREE BEDROOM, 2
and inicre-ware lath his
LICENSED ELEC- PAINTING INTERIOR,
professional
advice
$1200. Call 753-8633.
bath home. 1617 Miller
marbie ta6 enclosers awl
Service,
Profvas
exterior, Also dry wall
TRICIAN prompt effrom
our
five
full-time
marble top lavatory. EXT1AAve. Remodeled InWfth The FrIWISS Touch
finishing.
10 years exficient
service.
No
job
OPEN WEEKDAYS
3 4- was withbars. itodomd.
sales representives. We
terior. $25,500:
1873
DODGE
AD.perience. Call 436-2563,
Ernest
Call
small:
too
14w.-Wed. 8-1
753-3263 Anytime
have clients waiting to
437-4618
*House
for
apVENTURE.
318
engine
Ralph -Worley.
We have that mfntWhite, 753-0605.
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS °Hospital
purchaiie ill types of
pointment.
Power steering, brakes,
Calls
farm you've been
fri. & Sat. 8-2:30
46 Homes For Sale
Calls
Real Estate so let us
brown and gold. Call
47 Motorcycles
waiting ter_ on Hwy.
match a buyer to your.
•Hair-Cuts
*Shaves.
753-3090.
-rwo - *BEDROOM Brick W74 YAMAHA 125, like
AN Bulk Garden Seed SO% Off
No. 1828. Perimeter
property. Phone
209 Walnut Street.
house, 11
/
2 baths. Half
fenced. 3 bedroom, 2
KOPPERUD REALTY,
new, original tires.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
1930 MODEL A Tudor,
basement. 10 ft. patio.
bath brick veneer,
753-1222 anytime. We
Perfect condition. With'
on 41
/
2 acres land. One
1935 Buick series 40, 1937
central heat and .air,
prompt service next day, 753-3685 make buying and selling
helmet. $350. Call 753-Lawn & Garden
entry hall, large kitFord Tudor Sedan
outbuilding 16 X16 with
and night appointments.
Hwy. 121 Nor%
real
estate
easy
you!
for
1586
p.
753m.
until
and
5
chen, dining area, den
shed on 2 sides. Call 474Excellent parts cars or
3590 after 5 p.m.
with fireplace, and
2248.
restorable vehicles to
beamed ceiling. Patio,
the optomist.our choice
1973 YAMAHA 100 Just
carport, outside
HOME FOR SALE 4
each-firm. Phone
$550
•
rebuilt. $175. Call 436storage bldg. Plus
502-753-2248 or 502-759years old 3 bedroom, 2
2118.
stock barn. Priced
fall baths, dishwasher,
4573 after 6 pm. Murray
right. Boyd-Majors
electric stove, part
Ky.
1972
YAMAHA
12th
South
360 trail"'
at Svcarnor•
Real Estate,105 N.12.
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip if from
basement,on large lot in
bike, new tires, $300.
6. TELEPHONE 753.1851
the paper and save for handy reference)
Keniana
Subdivision.
1974
PON11A(
Le Mans.
1971 Hodaka Super Rat
Call 436-2473.
%vie
vinyl
Siver
top
with
100, $125. Call after 5
and wine irterior. Call
p.m. .759-1129.
HOUSE FOR SALE on 94
753-6393.
Radio Cab Company
East about 2 miles out - 193$-HONDA 150 F good
on 3 acres. Also trailer
1972 BUICK GRAND
condition low mileage.
for sale. Call 753-2669
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
sport. Orae. Good
'Mini Warehouse apace available, large 28' x 24'
after 5 p.m.
condition. Cali 753-2331
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
24 Hour Service ;
1976 HONDA 750. Call 437-*
Fire
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
Police
9505.
a Week
THREE
1977 DATS1 NI 2802.
BEDROOM
house full of furniture.
753-1621
753-1441
$7,000. Can be seen at 412 I
brick home, 1 bath,
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
N. 7th. 759440.
utility room, large
extras. Call 753-5696.
kitchen and living room,
Call Nights 153-7618
1972 RED DiTSUN, one
gas heat. Call days 753MUST SELL 1973 750
5678, nights 753-2595.
owner. Goo: condition
Free
Namaha with Fairing ' Call 753-7289 after 5 p.m.
Termite Inspection
.
- "-and saddle bags. Low
THREE BEDROOM
Flies, Roaches,
Winchester Services
1975 OLDS CUTLASS
home by owner. In
mileage. Call 753-8078
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Hurst T-toti White with
Canterbury Estates. • days.
.
Kelley's Termite
Ni.., perdue, ems, sower,
white vim, too. Air.
Call 753-7223.
11 Hour Wrecker
mum%
tools
owl
power
1973
end
HONDA
350 SL. Less
& Pest Control
Wednesday May 17th, 1 P. M. at the Wien
Radio and tope Call 753ow.
Service
than 1,000 miles. Call -2540.
BEDROOM
THREE
Carroll home at the eget edge ef CoWerater,lye.
100 S. 13th St.
436-2262 or 753-8078.
753-3134
Highway itt„,_
_
Murrayt Ky..
brick, 2batha,large dent
1973 DODGE one ton flat
Murray'
of
out
miles
two
Will sell two or three truck loads of good mer753-6177
49 Used Cars R. Trucks
102 North 4th Street
bed truck. Call 753-4707.
Call 753-9580.
chandise that Mr. Carroll moved from Michigan
802 N. 18th Street
1301 Chestnut Murra_
1971 DATSUN 1200 Good
MUITRAY. KENTUCKY
when he moved here. Wrought iron lawn furMurray
work
BY
car.
3
Call
$550.
OWNER 753- 1973 PINTO Squire
niture, swing set, odd chairs of all kinds, small \
bedroom, 1 /fit bath,
8963.
wagon. Air. 4 speed.
tables, dinette set, odd furniture of all kinds,
garage, central air and
New tires. Can be seen
boxes of dishes, pots aps_l
-gateway-- cknrwnr:1"
4
.wiiAgi,nge
r, LappRan.fts,cast
14-x-24
-AL Sbell_Staliell..on
437-9505.
rICKUP.
Call
VoUffykoiiifa
"
living room with full
raw"
l
Iran tea kettle, and bean pot. Odd tools, plumbing
- Street. Call 13-41570. ,
Refinishing &'
•••••••
supplies, shallene-well-ptimp,
--eteneel--wall- • fireptarcir.restraralferMlreter,"
Quitify
SiTYlee
1969
FORD
one
ton
with
trIc motors, hundreds of good items. For in.
Blown insulation.
1974 FORD &OCHER°
service bed and Hornet 4
Company
_tor:nation call:
,Fenced backyard.- 141-it
GT 351 auteaa"F'"ulSek,,,
cylinder
cornair
raissi4pece., Wooded
r
20
'
ar
nice...
-_Power
Chester
Otto
Calloway County
.L-,-fek-. poved.ditirewity..int "15rfiliefTCrijortlioa .
)
1.%11 . 641
Power,
Modern
Chateau.
full
Sheet
Metal
43S-4128
Rescue Squad
on 42 an acre in Lyon_
fourwheel dove 360 4 .
6
Miles
SOlIth
double air, cruise
&KIMSEY SWEEPS
11. Service Departments.
wood Estates, 2 trifles
speed. White spoke
or
_
Jerry
control,
Mceoy,Owner
tinted
glass.
South
of
Murray.
wheels 15 x 12 Urea all
Bustnuss
Residence
753-9290
Pan Miller 435-4144
&Operator
759 4878
. Possession in June...Call, 'Eight Passenger. 17e0
759 1'070
new front end $2250
, 11
" miles. Call 345-2366.
753-0717.
1-354-6217.
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2 pump
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Fines Levied Against
Scotia In '76 Deaths

RI 1 Wet Conditions Put Kentucky

PAGI
11111

Farmers Behind, Officials Say

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — ditions made April less planted about half as much
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — replied to the notice of the fine
Field work on Kentucky farms favorable than usual for corn as they normally would
The first fineA against the assessment, McCulloch
said,
is generally behind scheduled planting and germination of have by this time of year, and
Scotia Coal Co. for safety but has 30 days to do so.
because of the long, severe spring crops, the Kentucky very few soybeans have been
violations which led to the 1976
He said there were three
winter and wet field conditions Crop & Livestock Reporting planted, the report said.
deaths of 26 men in two possible responses provided
this spring, agriculture of- Service said in its April crop
methane gas explosions have by the law.
The reporting service said
ficials say.
report.
been levied by the Federal
that small grain crops are
"They can ask for a conWarm,
dry
weather
Mine Safety and Health ference to review their side
The service also said grwing well, thoagh some
of
followed by cool, wet con- Kentucky's revised 197f fields appear thin from winter
Administration.
the story and we then would
burley tobacco production kill, and that pasture and hay
MSHA has fined the com- make a determination,"
totaled
pany $267,897 for violations McCulloch
415.4 million pounds — crops are slow in developing.
said. "The
12 percent below 1976,
MSHA says it found in the operator can ask to have a
Kentucky wheat production
The report, released this is forecast at 7,378,000 bushels
investigations following ..the hearing immediately before
week, said tobacco beds now — down 27 percent from the
March, 1976 explosions in the an administrative law judge.
are in fair condition, though 1977 crop of 10,138,000 bushels,
company's Letcher County Or they can pay." _
well behind normal in growth. and the forecast of 238,000
mine.
MSHA would go to court to
a*
The fines were levied by the collect the fines if the operator
Kentucky farmers have harvested acres is down 13
Four Murray- freshmen at
administration's Office of refused, McCulloch added.
percept from the 274,000 acres
Murray State University have
AsSessments and related to 59
been initiated into Alpha
harvested last year, the report
of 72 violations for which the
Lambda Delta, national freshsaid. Yield is predicted at 31
company was cited by MSHA
man honor society.
bushels an acre — 6 bushels
earlier this year..
They are: Stephen L.
below last year's yield.
Of the 59 violations, IVISHA.
Hancock, Randy May, Linda
The reporting service said
Prices of stock of local interest at
said 11,weredirectly related to
Jane McCuisten, and Philip
hay stocks on Kentucky farms -noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
the explosions.
Zacheretti.
Ledger It Times by First of Michigan.
reached a record low May 1 of
Blue Diamond Coal Co. of Corp of Mirray,are as follows
Frank Gilliam, son of Mrs. 340,000 tons, 43 percent below
Hancock is the son of Mr.
Knoxville, Term., Scotia's
and Mrs. Roy Hancock of 1505 Willie Waldrop Farless, 1712 last May 1. The decline was
Industrial Av..
-329
parent company, has filed an
Belmonte Drive. He is an Magnolia Drive, and Frank attributed
to
reduced
appeal with the Mine Safety Au'PrOducts
29 - ,•
.
accounti
ng major at Murray Gilliam of Lexington, has carryover because of the hard
American Motors
4t.
unc
• Review Board contesting - the Ashland Oil
State.
winter of 1976-77, and inAmerican Telephone
issuance of the violations.
61'• -..-‘a
May's parents are Dr. and
creased use during the hard
Ford Motor
50k• Lair
Matt McCulloch, chief of the General Motors
Mrs. Charles May of 1005
winter of 1977-78, when snow
62'i unc
Office of Assessments, said General Tire
25'.• -it
Irene Terrace. He is majoring
cover lingered into March.
Goodrich.
224
-Ai
Friday that notice of the Heublein
in pre-medicine at Murray
Winter kill and frost
274a Al
proposed fines had been IBM
361,
/
4
4 -13
State and minoring in
reduced Kentucky peach
McDanaills
me
50
mailed to company officials Pwantatik
Chemistry. He is a member of
crops for the second year in a
TA. -to
Housewares section of new Coast to Coast store will carry cutlery, dinnerware, small
last Tuesday. A total of 21 of
" II% utic
the
pre-med club. He has been
,
row, the report said, but apple
applianc
decorati
es,
ve
items,
ik.
cooking
utensils
surprisin
and
gifts. Not
WO -Ali
gly, almost half
the violations were for $5,000 QUIlbareeti.
elected chapter historian.
prospects appear favorable.
.3" +240
the customers of a typical Coast to Coast "total hardware" store are women.
or more. Of the 11 fines ToPPA.
Miss McCuiston is the
Pr we
Last
year's
burley
?was.
25vae
amounting to 1310,000 each, six Walithat
daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
production declined, partly
24% 4-441
• dealt
With
William Mason McCuiston of
ventilation Waistas.-----.3P504 We aa
because of severe houseburn,
violatioos found by • MSHA.
Murray, Route 5. She is a
the reporting service said.
investigators, McCulloch said.
journalism major minoring in
Arnong them were failure to
French.
have an accurate mine map,
Zacheretti is a political
removal
science major minoring in
of
permanent -stoppings which disrupted •
accounting. A member of
ventilation. and failure to
Gamma Beta Phi, national
•
.
A new "total hardware" sporting good department the company-said. Each Store honor society, his parents
-tliinerse methane gas in the-- rieeislahailiredit
are
ileaslamee stsa store isacotzeto Murray
is- independently owned and
ery supplies,
j
.
,with
mine, he said.
15,1*
Mr.and Mrs. Guido Zacheretti
Coast to Coast Stores have taicklei camping equipment, operated, - with the company of Murray,
Kentucky Purdwar Ana Hsi Market
Three other fines were Report
Route 5. He has
!Marks
Frank
signed
ing. furnishing merchandise and
-rm
for outdoor games ancifie:rhins
assessed for failure of Scotia Ftecetpts Act Arc
been elected president of the
11111
4
:11reireen- 412
_sales
promotio
received
assistan
n
The
12,000-sq
Murray
a scholastic grant for
'Gilts
ce:
store
will
01.50-1
uare-foot
be
75
thetuglior
store
rasady
in
the
personnel to make pre-shift
honor
society.
Three Murray. students at
hoer instances DAllighsr
—four years to attend.Haverford
Owner of the Murray store
newest of some 1200 Coast to
inspections for methane US 1-2 2110-230 u1..-.1111.1.41144 Central shopping center.
The four are among 411
Murray State University have
has
College
not
been
yet
Coast
selected
the
hardwar
"total
MOO
few
The
near
,
stores
new
e"
store
will
be
adPhiladel
phia.
before the March 9 explosion. US 1-3
students initiated recently into
2011-240
....•....
Haverford is a private been initiated into Beta Alpha
jacent to Rose's department and home centers in 26 states, company said.
Two 110.000 fines were for US 2-4 20-20Iiss.
the society.
Psi, national scholastic and
liberal
arts
electrical violations, including US 3-4 3es-21011w.
college profess
AF10 8.0
: store, Begley drugs and the
ional accounting
Sows
Kroger supermarket, Coast to
established in 1833 by the
one which apparently was in a US 1-2 270-35010s
society.
Quakers
Coast
1-3
US
spokesm
300450
.
lbs.
an
The
said.
Phi
Beta Kappa
mine locomotive believed to
They are: Martha Sue
US 1-3 430-500 lbs
The new Coast to Coast store
school was ranked first among
be _the ignition source of the US 1-3200450 lbs
MOWAI
McKinney, Deborah Hughes
the
will
several
top
be
$45.00
much
like
•
ten
a
hardwar
colleges
e
in the
first explosion.
•
CS 2-3 305-500 Its
United States in •a recent Newell, and Gene Davis
supermarket with individual
Scotia
Co has not yet Soars VP 00-36
Smith, Jr.
research study by Yale
departments specializing in
Miss McKinney is the
University Graduate School.
home-improvement products,
It Is the brother school to Bryn (laugher of Mr. and Mrs. John
plumbing and electrical
D. McKinney of 901 Clarkshire
,NEW
(AP) — In the roa‘ince then Secretary of that
the
CIA
supplies, paint and wallpaper,
should Mawr.
days
Drive. She is an accounting
when
the CIA's Defense Robert MacNamara assassinate Ngo Dinh Nhu,
Among
and housewares and cleartiag
Gilli
am's major minoring
paramilatiry skills were that the sabotage teams: sent Diem's brother and opponen
in French.
t achievements at Murray High
needs." the spokesman added.
Her social sorority is Alpha
freely izausearound the world. into North Vietnam had of American plans for reform. School
Other sections of the store
were National Merit
he sent.the first sabotage disappeared quickly from
The one-tinit, clandestine Commended Student-, Omicron Pi and she holds
will feature automotive parts
Memberships in the Acradio contact and possibly operative came home to head
teams
into
North
Vietnam
.
National Honor Society,
and accessories, power tools,
counting Society, Omicron
From those clandestine were captured "and that the CIA in 1973 and was soon Senior
chum
Hemingw
of
bicycles,
ay in Oak
appliances and gifts.
Excellence in Football, Delta
NATICK, Mass. f AP — A
Kappa, Beta Gamma
beginnings drew the intense putting such teams into the involved
in
a
major class president in 1974 and '75,
Park, RI., who became a
The store will also have a
frothy, cornball comedy
Sigma,and Pi Delta Phi, all of
America
north
n
did not and would not congressional investigation of football,
bombing of North
successf
ul
film
writer in
All Purchase and which
called "Hokum" — never
Vietnam and the commitment work." c
are honor societies.
the organization. He was fired First Region All
Hollywood — probably wrote
published and only recently
Tournament
Mrs. Newell is the daughter
of
550,000
Colby
U.S.
ground
wrote
troops.
that
Presiden
by
t
Gerald
Ford
as
more
of
the
play
than
Team in basketball as a junior
discovered — is believed to be
of Vernard Hughes and Mrs.
The man who admits to MacNamara -listened to me the result, he writes "of the
Hemingway.
and senior, and Who's Who in
the first peofessiorial work of
Janice Perry of Henderson.
starting
with
a
it
cold
all,
William
look
Colby,
and
he
tug-of-w
ar
between
those
who
would
"I
skeptica
be
that
American High Schools. He
l
Ernest Hemingway, who coShe
is an accounting major
later
rejected
director
of
my
the
CIA.
advice.
now
The
believe
the
agency's activities will graduate June 1 with a 96.
Hemingway did half of it,"
authored the play at the age of
and has served as president of
believes it was all a mistake.
desire to put pressure onto must be kept totally secret
said
Baker.
•
'But
how
can
you
point
academic standings.
21.
the Accounting Society.
In his book published today North Vietnam prevailed, and and those wh0-- want the
tell who did what in a
"This
Gilliam will be playing
Ernest
IS
by
there
Smith's parents are Mr. and
Simon
ahd
&
then the United American people to unSchuster,
collabor
ation?"
Hemingway's first book," said
basketball under Coach Zanin Mrs. Gene D. Smith,
"Honora
States
ble
Men:
military
My
Sr., of
started
Life
in
the
derstand
and
apprecia
te the at Haverford
Until now, historians
William Young, the rare book
Prof. Miles Simpson and the CIA," Colby argues
which is in the 1908 Gatesboroash. He
planning _ and activity that workings of the CIA."
that
an
believed
Hemingw
ay's.
first
dealer who hunted down the
Mid-Atlantic Conference. accounti
Mrs. Jane Saino are reading "Whether we would
ng major.
have won, would escalate finally to
Colby is one of the latter.
play. He. said the three-act book was "Three Stories and their paper "Normative or lost,"
While
at
Murray High. he
Beta Alpha Psi encourages
the only way to have fullscale air attacks."
play is a."terribly importane"., Ten Poems," published in Commitmeat and
played four years football and and recogniz
Self- sensibly fought the Vietnam
Reports For Duty
Colby
Criticize
es scholastic and
s
the
late
• ••... .
discovery
because
Re po stasat--.J.n veal! war was al the village
of France in 1923:
Marine Lance Corporal _basketball. He also earned the professional excellence in the
President John F. Kennedy
level
as
Hokum.
"
"
copyrig
hted
Hemingway's position among
Eagle Scout rank.
Delinquency: A Multivariate a political struggle against
field of accounting.
the for going atong with "what I Dpnald P. Fancenberg, whose
June 4, 1921, concerns a Analysis" at
20th century authors.
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